Hazel Part # 1

INTRODUCTION
to the Messages with Hazel

My intense spiritual journey began about 10 years ago during which time I was
introduced to the world of spirit. It was during these crucial years that I began my
journey with spirit and intense relationship with God.
Two years ago I awakened fully when the Father responded to my cry and filled me
completely with His presence and love. Immediately thereafter I was led to Abundant
Hope. Thus begun a most rewarding journey into the deepest life of my soul- my
highest self, God.
The Arch Angel Michael came to me in 2009 and said that I was being prepared to
undertake a task for God. Thereafter I was gifted with telepathic abilities which
enable me to channel messages from divine sources. The Father also came to me
through automatic writing and said „Mighty God is present‟ and spoke to me. Since
then I have channelled messages from the Masters and higher celestial beings of
Light including Christ Michael and The Source.
The Higher self teachings represent wisdom I received through my God mind during
a state of inner communion. Initially I was surprised at the quality of the wisdom
which came through. More and more that voice within would direct me on that which
it would have me write and the words would just flow. I started to realise the wealth
of knowledge that I held/hold within me. I was told that I come from the Melchizedek
lineage and that explains my predilection for spiritual teachings and love for divine
law and justice. I have vague memories of teaching in other dimensions.
I have had a few mystical experiences during the last 2 years which I can recall in
which I have met Christ Michael and Esu Sananda and at times when I am coming
out of dream state I can hear the Masters teaching me.
Each day I awaken with a new determination to ignite the fire of God upon the altar
on my heart and to effort through sustained momentum of energy and desire, to
launch the rocket of my soul that it may accelerate into the vibration of the Mighty I
AM Presence.
I have chosen to be counted amongst the vanguard of “Light” and to serve the will
of my Father, the God incarnate, through service to humanity and to co create a
civilisation as the earth ascends, based on Divine Law.
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One of my missions is to encourage and assist others to become spiritually
independent through the education of their spirit, enlightenment of their God mind
and emancipation of their God selves. I come to teach that there is only one Truth
and that is God‟s Truth. We can access God‟s Truth from within His God mind within
which our minds rest in the seat of our souls. It is there that His Light resides and
holds the treasure of divine intelligence- the Truth of God‟s existence, Love and
Wisdom.
I have offered my entire self in the service of God, for I remember who I Am. The
Father will write through me and He will teach through me and He will live through
me; for above all things I choose HIM and HIS WILL. Nothing else truly matters. HE
is my greatest joy, my greatest reward and my greatest fulfilment. Always will I give
to HIM the glory for I of myself can do nothing; it is the Father within me who doeth
the work.
Blessed be in Love and purest Light
Hazel
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Devotion
By Lady Nada and Hazel
# 01 Mar 9, 2010
Below is a message I channelled from Lady Master Nada and she has given her
permission to share this with you all
Love and Light
Hazel
Lady Master Nada
Hazel: I am a devoted co-creator and child of my Father. Devotion, Loyalty and
Divine commitment are everything to me. Speak to us of Devotion please Master?
Nada: I am present little one, we meet again. Indeed it is ok for you to ask a question. It
will be my pleasure to guide you.
Devotion is God's eternal love for His children. Through the Father's devotion all creation
was made manifest. If he was not devoted to His vision He could not have created its
effect.
Devotion can only be achieved if you are willing to extract yourself from the mundane and
commit yourself to the reality of who you are. It is uninfluenced by matter. It is borne out of
untainted love and bears a magnetic pull to that which you have a passion for.
The subject of your passion will inspire a "feeling" which will be a signal of the measure of
your willingness to commit. You cannot be devoted to anything unless that flow of love
eternally embraces your passion. There is an expectation of sacrifice attendant on
devotion. That is the need to give up something in order that the subject of your devotion
can blossom into the reality it holds for you.
Devotion to God begins with devotion to self for He is You and You are Him. The magic of
you is the soul of Him. When you see yourself as One with Him love flows inevitably
without affectation or confinements of time and space. Devotion comes naturally to those
who are moved by deep inner love.
Devotion must be consuming if the "cause" is to be served. It offers no respite but
promises divine rewards. It allows for no distraction but conquers its own demons which
would otherwise cause it to flounder in its bid to serve. Perseverance is an heirloom of
devotion and must be treasured, for devotion's posterity depends on it retaining its
luminescence. The virtue of patience cannot be unattached from its modem-devotion. For
devotion cannot function without the icon of patience being activated. Patience wears thin
when you allow the mist of doubt to congeal. You must ever be alert to the disintegrating
factors which veer you away from the "cause."
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We will explore the concept or should I say the virtue of Patience on another day.
The devotee will see that the "cause" is greater than the effect and if the "Cause" is served
unstintingly the effect will be the result hoped for. Devotion cannot be measured in terms of
time for it is attached only to its "Cause" and releases itself from the bondage of linear
equations. It is the condiment which flavours the effort and achieves the goal.
When you are truly devoted to the Father you are devoted to all for all come from Him and
One is not complete without all. When you are devoted to serving Him you must be
devoted to serving all.
Devotion is anchored with onerous responsibility to the Cause and requires self
preparation. Preparation must originate in the mind which must be strong and must be
closely aligned with the "Presence" within. It is the mind which births the idea and it is the
mind which must see the idea through.
The colourful tapestry can only be woven by many hands, derived from efforts abound by
all who devotionally serve the "Cause." Only then will the effect become the manifested
vision of the "Cause." The "Cause" cannot be superceded by the effect; it can only give
birth to it.
I exhort all children of the light to ponder carefully on these words as the time draws near
for the great event to be fulfilled and the new dawning will require a great deal of
commitment. "Self" will have no place in service. Are you prepared to serve the Cause until
the vision is manifest?
I am Nada.
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The Dawning
By Hazel's God Within
# 02 Mar 9, 2010
Whilst meditating tonight, I asked the God within for an inspiring message and here is how
it unfolded-Hazel
The Dawning
Rest my little angel rest
The blue jay sings its final hymn
To draft the storm's tidal winds
To cleanse the darkness from your place
That the Mother's face can radiate
The light with which I did create
Rest my little angel rest
For dawn's electric light will pulse
with rays and waves, your birthing sun
The herald of your new retreat
To pioneer a world anew
My vision then, I give to you.

Blessed be in Love and purest Light
Hazel
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The days ahead will be fraught with uncertainty
By Belbin thru Hazel
# 03 Mar 13, 2010

Dear brothers and sisters, one of my angels put me on notice yesterday that he wanted to
send a message so I just channelled this. 13/03/2010
Blessed be in love and purest light.
Who is here?
It is I my beautiful child -Belbin.
Are you sure? Yes.
Do you come in the light-Yes indeed.
What is your message?
Belbin
The days ahead will be fraught at times with uncertainty as you watch the calmness turn
into storms. You must know that this is a natural precursor of the great event that the
celestial realms have been preparing for, for many many years as you say in your world.
There will be catastrophic events that will take many lives and leave fear and consternation
in its wake. You who serve the real truth already know what to expect. There are so many
dear ones that continue to live in ignorance and will see these events as a punishment and
the ending of the world. There is no real way that you will be able to prove to them the
reason for all the occurrences so you will have to do your best to allay their fears. There
will be mayhem and disbelief so be prepared to be lashed out at. None of this will stop the
inevitable. I suggest that calmness be the essence in these moments.
It is easy to hear what is coming but harder to live in the moments of the experience so you
must all prepare yourselves to remain in balance and harmony with your inner being. Feed
yourselves with the gentle touch now and that will relieve your subconscious anxieties.
The majestic moment that you have all been waiting for looms. The earth continues to
grumble and soon she will spew. Her boundaries will be severely demarcated in places.
To give you comfort over the coming days I want to paint a picture for you of your dawning
world. Visualise the lushness of nature sprouting without fear of poison being seeped into
her veins that she may mature in natural beauty. See the barks of every tree resonate the
energy of life instead of the dullness that pollution has marred it with for aeons. See the
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freedom that will abound and the leisurely growth of all creation bathed in the suns of the
new age.
Feel the warmth of goodness and cleanliness breathe against your faces and the subtle
tunes of nature align with your new vibrations. Feel the love which permeates all things
and binds them in the beauty of oneness. Feel the freedom from the chains of darkness
and revel in your true being as liberated children of the light. The bones of fear will be
replaced by the flesh of knowing that only light shall frame your new experience.
Soon there will be no obstacles to your progress.
For every day that is left meditate on this scene and know that this will be your new reality.
Children of the light, we in the angelic realm welcome you into our fold for many of you are
angels dear ones. You are about to march home. Revel in the constancy of God's will for
His will is always done.
I leave you children with angelic light that you may be sustained.
I am Belbin
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Pride and Time
By God Self thru Hazel
# 04 Mar 13, 2010
Love and Light
Hazel

PRIDE
Pride cripples the ability in man to know and exalts his ego as a mighty crown that the
measure of man becomes the superiority of his will. The subjugation of manâ€TMs mind by
his ego has created the fallacy that man is the Supreme being rather than the soul of man
which is framed in lights of truth and knowledge and eternal bliss
Pride lacks the flavour of humility; a necessary virtue which if found will enable man to
journey inwards and partake of his true supremacy.
The sword of pride divides that which is meant to be ONE into many so that the dichotomy
of ascendancy and descendancy may polarise your civilisation and bleed the very life from
unity.
Pride violates the law of oneness as man seeks to better his neighbour when in reality he
is no more than equal with him. Pride spawns prejudices of all kind and keeps man in the
cradle of infancy in terms of knowledge.
When man conquers the domination of his ego, the transcendent ray of pride will dissolve
and man's inner eyes will be revealed, leading to the exultation of mind over matter.
Man shall triumph is his benevolence when he carves the fat of pride from his mortal ego
and allow the simplicity of humility to take its rightful place.
Pride is the poison which numbs the mind that the ego may be glorified whilst Humility is
the elixir which counters the poison restoring vibrancy to mind's knowing that man could
avail himself of his true divine being.

I AM THAT I AM
Hazel
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Hazel Channelled Message through God self
TIME
Time is an earthly construct and bears no spiritual description or definition.
It is coined for man to count the rungs in the ladder of his earthly life.
Time rather than experience has defined mans' life as it breeds impatience and countless
deaths, being the dearth of time as perceived, leading to the death of many dreams.
Time does not wear the mantle of beauty but curdles the cream that every experience
cultures.
Time is measured by mans' ability to earn the fruits of materialism rather than him seeing
his life on earth as his birthright, to find and reap the honey comb that his natural being
offers.
Time creates obstacles to the fulfilment of divine credibility, for how can the truth emerge
when the construct of time births illusions of false tomorrows bathed in the cunning light of
creative expectancies. Time moulds a filament of grandeur expressed in possessory cycles
of dubious learning so that man can aggrandize his mortal self to the exclusion of his
divine being.
The separation of night and day has pilfered the heritage of mans' soul, that which is
timeless, and poised in the cyclical silence of knowing. When man is released from the
bondage that time has created and freed from the elements of earthiness which manacles
his soul in a claustrophobic hold, only then will his mind be free to breathe and the
timelessness of his being could be explored from the point of stillness from which he was
birthed.
Today and tomorrow are illusory and perpetuates the lie of separation between birth and
death. When will man accept that all there is, is LIFE.
Time is but a fleeting concept in mans' journey to return to that which he is. Yet man has
used time to garner transitory matter and has sacrificed the permanence of the wealth
hidden in his eternal being.
Time cannot hold a tune. The only tune that is held and carried is the resounding
immortality of mans' soul.
I AM THAT I AM
Hazel
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Onward Children Onward
By Christ Michael thru Hazel
# 05 Mar 29, 2010
My dearest brothers and sisters, last night whilst communing with Christ Michael, I asked
Him for an uplifting message as I know many of us over the last few days have been a
bit disappointed that events have not unfolded as we thought they would. Anyway this is
what He had to say. I guess He was feeling poetic:)

Onward children Onward
March toward the height
The pinnacle of glory
Where your spirit shall alight.
Do not fear the battle
That plays out at your side
For the Mighty I Am Presence S
hall keep you in your stride.
Onward children Onward
This I ask of you
Champions of my vision
Bearers of the Truth
Onward children Onward
Bear the golden torch
Beacons to the rescue
Ardent for the cause
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March with Me to victory
A new world to behold
My rod and staff I give to you
Be shepherds to my fold
Onward children Onward
This I ask of you
Champions of my vision
Bearers of the Truth
Love and Light
I AM THAT I AM Hazel
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Respect and Calendar of Life
By Hazel's God Self
# 06 Apr 1, 2010

Respect

To respect is to regard with honour and consideration. Respect in your world lacks the
flavour of divine retinue. The simple notion of loving others evades the understanding of
man as he purposefully graduates in life with an awareness of self to the oblivion of others.
He scathingly gives in a blind effort to hoard for himself and binds his soul to material
attributes rather than spiritual truths.

Respect is conceived when one can love his brother as he loves himself. Since the
understanding of love in your world is based on predominantly transient, superficial
affectations, it resonates at what you call the â€œheartâ€• level rather than the soul level.

The birthing of respect should start in the familial setting where parents must inculcate
within their children the value of respect as an appendage to love. Social and educational
training should further foster its practical application. Respect in your world functions at a
brain level, as it is adhered to as an accepted societal requirement for sure and political
correctness, whilst feeble in its premise. Its mobile essence is usurped to satisfy
manâ€TMs need to conform rather than his need to "Be".

Man has over time seen himself as a single entity in separation from his fellowman, as it
has suited his purpose to do so. Respect in your world is anchored by self serving motives
and devoid of witting knowing that man is only a part of the whole. He has therefore failed
to respectfully observe the Laws of God and Creation which is a necessary pre cursor for
respecting the very being which nurtures and sustains him. How then can he truthfully
consider the needs and requirements of his fellowman?

Man respects himself and others only to the extent that he can shuffle along the radius of
his existence in obeisance to the needs of his ego. The lack of respect amongst men has
caused a miasma of diseases ranging from hypocrisy on the one hand to narcissism on the
other.
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Religious teachings, social etiquette and professional efficacy all tender different bases for
respect yet the common thread requires man to respect each other regardless of religious
denomination, creed or race. Your politicians espouse the vague yet sedentary "equality
syndrome" without having an iota of knowing what it means. It is a veneer for the true
dishonour they pay to the value of "Respect". They ladle false teachings to those who will
believe, whilst themselves showing disrespect for their fellowman through their cultivated
cynicism for the truth, resulting in a civilisation founded on ample lies and divine travesty.

Differences between men in your world have caused division based on a lack of
understanding, love and respect. When you love God, know God, feel the presence of God
within you, then you will know what love is and how to love. You will then comprehend how
the tree of love births the branch of respect.

You ones feel that others must earn your respect. No dear ones, they must earn God's
grace. You must effort to see them as divine children experiencing at their will, growing at
their pace and learning in their time. For you who are advance in spirit, see these ones as
yourselves a millennia or so ago and respect where they are in their growth cycle.

Those who serve the light should understand the finer notions of the connotation "respect."
In spiritual terms it simply means love. When you can love as your Father does, love will
suffice without the need for semantics.

Is it always easy to respect the actions of others or others? No, I hear you say. Well I ask
of you, how much do you wish to be like me? What are you willing to do in your effort to
unify with me? Will you allow the illusions of your world and its apparent imperfections to
dissolve your strength and knowing, or will there be filial respect for the mandamus of
divine authority which requires your effort to personify the very God viable attribute
required to take your place on the throne of cosmic grandeur.
Hazel
I AM THAT I AM
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The God within has asked to speak on the Calender of Life!

Love and Light
Hazel

The Calendar of life is meant to be progressive as each cycle brings new experiences, all
meant to charm the different facets of your soul alive so that by the time you reach the last
page in the calendar there is no distinction between lower self and higher self.

Dear one, the calendar of which I speak is the Calendar of your soul's life whose longevity
is as eternal as the Source from which you were conceived.

You see yourselves in this life stream as bodies when in fact your bodies are on loan to
provide a seat for your consciousness that you may tend the infinite and ethereal part of
you.

You may wish to consider the prudence in measuring your progress by reference to your
Spiritual Calendar rather than the one with linear definitions that you earthlings seem so
attached to. To do so would mean that you are able to focus on where you are spiritually;
this would necessarily involve you seeking to detach yourself from sensory perceptions. It
is only then that you will be able to cherish each experience as a light switch for the
awakening of another part of your soul through learning.

The human brain works overtime but seldom does it work in harmony with the Mind. The
Mind is the bedrock and sole repository of all Knowledge from which all spiritual truths are
built. Knowledge within mind will unfold as much as you effort to awaken to the truth within.
Each experience in your earthly life contains a valuable treasure but you have to open your
inner eyes to discern it. When you can do so your soul becomes further enriched.
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Each of you is eternal. This earthly existence merely affords you the ability to find your soul
and make a home for yourself within its temple. Will you choose life in spirit or life in body?
You can enjoy life in spirit whilst housed in a body. Meditate on this.

It is this temple that will sustain, not the body or its senses which has created the greatest
obstacles to man's soul growth.

Take a step back and look into your current life. Growth in your dimension is meant to be
consistently progressive. Setbacks are merely a personal perception of an experience
which effortlessly impedes your conscious soul'sjourney. Progress never comes without
diligent application and effort. You each have responsibility to yourself-your TRUE SELF.
Know that the Master is ever patient.

Where do you want to be? If your aim is higher then you must stay on your path. Even
when your experiences throw spokes at you, challenge them with the will of your light and
yet honour them for it is giving you an opportunity to choose soul prominence over soul
resistance.

There is no coincidence, no curse, no punishment; just soul choices which must be worked
out in a lower realm to propel the soul to the next page in the Calendar of its immortal life.

I AM THAT I AM
Hazel
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Christ Michael confirms His work with AH Team
By Christ Michael thru Hazel
# 07 Apr 6, 2010
Candace: Please understand dear readers, that this statement doesn't mean CM only
talks with AH members. He will answer to anyone who makes contact with him. Often
people don't even know they are talking with CM in fact. Lots of people think it is the "holy
spirit" of the bible, or just Jesus, or any others whose names they know.
What this statement means, and meant also back in the early works when the statement
was made, is that AH and CM and Esu etc. are a team and these special messages of
what is going on during this end time/new time project, is given only to AH members which
now includes many of you on AHS, from where Hazel's work is posted and others I am
posting now. AH is a partnership organization between AH ground crew and the ones in
charge of the transistion. I have thus bolded a statement to that effect in this message
below.
I make this statement because the dark ones out there like to point out that God does not
talk to only one individual and thus messages from individuals stating God is only talking
thru them, are probably false. AH is the official organization of revelation at this time.
Hazel sent this to me on March 11, and I also saw it posted to AHS.

Channelled message from Christ Michael
Hazel: I invite you Arch Angel Michael to please connect with me to comment on the
message I received night.
Please confirm that the Creator Son of Nebadon Christ Michael Aton is working with
Abundant Hope in the second coming mission and Earth's transition and that all messages
through Candace and her team are God's Truth.
Christ Michael replies: I am hear dear one let us get started
Hazel: Do you come in the Light of the source?
Christ Michael: I am the Light. This is Christ Michael dear one not Arch Angel of Michael.
My little dove, it saddened me to see your tears this night as you are one of my beholden
children of the light, faithful and pure. Child there are many who claim to channel from the
source but are not pure channelers. I gave you the gift of reason and tonight you used this
except you still doubted.
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Do you remember my promise to you my little dove? That I shall exalt all who serve me in
truth - well I shall exalt you. Continue on your path for you are being guided divinely and
are divinely protected. Be not concerned with your vibrations as you are doing well to
embrace and initialise the energies coming to earth and your guides and angels are
working with you day in and day out. Stay focussed for you are needed in service.
Those who don't know will be quick to denounce whilst those who know will be quick to
exhort. My plans have been revealed to you and I can confirm that I work solely with
Candace Frieze and her team via Abundant Hope in the second coming mission and
the earth's transition project. This you already know.
There are many channelers out there whose perceptions and desires influence their
messages. They have not yet come into the truth but are deluded by the dark and their
offerings.
For all my genuine light workers I ask that you be extra vigilant at this time for as the tide
begins to turn in a big way, the dark will effort to unleash its anger against you. Protect
yourselves in my light as you need, moment by moment. You are each precious to me and
you are all needed in service.
All who do not know will like to believe that the ascension process will be automatic and
that no personal awareness of spirit is required. I say to them that they are misguided. All
will not be rosy and you won't ascend without effort and knowing.
Dear one as you know through countless messages that the times ahead will not be easy,
at least not to begin with and many will be removed from the periphery and from earth.
That is the truth and the whole truth. You need no further confirmation for I Am That I Am,
the Light, the Word and the Truth and I come to you this night because you are my faithful
child and a mighty messenger. Stay your course; sing your song for the time is drawing
near. This is my Earth, my Creation and my vision and I have signed the Contracts. Time
for performance is at hand. He who seeks to disbelieve will know the truth when it
confronts him.
The time is in the now for there is no tomorrow to rely on. This is the time for decisions you are either for me or against me. There is no middle ground. I have given you my
children every chance to hear, to understand and to return to ME but many of you have
chosen to move against ME. I say to you that this play is about to begin and he who is not
in place will find himself elsewhere.
Blessed are you my child for you have seen and heard and I will raise you high above for
you have given to me that which is most precious, the gift of you. I am Aton the source and
I love you my dear one as you say, beyond expression. Good night, be at peace and know
that MY WILL is done. I AM Aton.
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Patience and Generosity
By Nada and God Self thru Hazel
# 08 Apr 7, 2010

Patience

ME: Lady Master Nada I invite your Holy presence in tonight and ask if you would kindly
speak to us on Patience.

Lady Master Nada: I come in the light of God, dear one. I have been waiting for this
meeting. We did promise that we would prepare a paper on Patience so let us get started

What is Patience but the effort of one to understand himself and others. It requires
personal input and must be born out of love. Patience is a cultivated virtue which every
being must learn and reflect, that the energy of divine thinking may prevail. Man cannot
create without patience and therefore will not reap rewards without it.

Your civilisation lives in the mode of â€œNOWâ€•. Instant gratification is the present
craving of all. Man no longer wishes to put in the effort with patience and then enjoy the
reward of his own creation. The lack of patience in man has stultified his innate creativity.

Patience is the necessary solution to some of your worldâ€TMs problems for if man was
more patient and less hasty; their earthly creations would be influenced by the radical
rather than the expected and Mother Earth would not have had to endure the scourge of
contamination and corruption that she has had to for aeons.
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Patience is achieved through the clandestine union of man and his mind. This enables him
to free himself from the limitations of time so that the measure of his might can be
exercised for the greatest good of all.

Patience has become a lost virtue for self is supreme in your civilisation and the ego
overpowers the need to consider the needs of others. Patience therefore plays very little
role in interactions between humans. Global commercialism which has captured your world
in a quagmire of â€œNOW, NOW, NOWâ€• has squeezed the life of patience as the
overriding aim is to forge ahead worshiping the almighty dollar. In corporations, if one is
perceived as not up to the mark one is fired. Very seldom will any executive patiently work
with employees to help them recognise their unique talents and mentor them so that they
may attain their maximum potential. This lack of patience has bred human frailties such as
insecurities which have led to depression, malcontent and feeling of low self worth.

Patience is illusive to many dear one, as anxieties concerns and the practical day to day
problems robs them of the ability to clearly keep their eyes on the goal and understand
that patience is as important as the effort they put in to accomplish the goal.

Man must make the time and find that quiet space within to understand his inherent nature
wherein his many Godly virtues rest. Patience comes easier to those who can
comprehend the need for silence. When one can understand oneself then one can become
patient with one's own growth and in turn one will see others in a similar light and offer
them patience. Patience broadens a man's understanding of his neighbour and helps him
to empathise.

Patience is sometimes born from longsuffering, the suffering being the conduit and
facilitator of the lesson which is patience. Patience craves attention in order to grow just as
the plant needs water in order for the flower to blossom.

Is it ok to feel impatient at times? Certainly? But what matters is how you seek to express
that impatience. It is by no means divinely acceptable to lash out in anger through
impatience and hurt the feelings of another or cause mental, verbal of physical abuse.

Patience requires self control of one's emotions and that is why we recommend that quiet
time be spent regularly with oneself to connect with the light within and create an inner
stability which will pervade one's mood and actions. Conscious awareness of oneself and
one's feeling is paramount as this will enable one to recognise the moment impatience
clutches with its insidious hold so that one may be able to take control and deal with it
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appropriately. This is the time dear ones to meditate and seek the divine presence within to
show you how to access that part of you that is all patient.

Patience is not a result, rather it is a journey which requires consistent application for the
benefits to be realised. You on earth face many momentous tasks in your daily lives and
living is most difficult for some. We continuously witness the boundaries of your patience
being pushed, tested and tried.

We are not insensitive to your feelings dear ones. We are just efforting to help you see that
what might be perceived in a negative posture may be viewed with positivity if the light of
patience is applied. You are consistently being required to extend your virtues as you
struggle to exist in a world coloured by imperfections and strife. We can only encourage
you to face the challenge by working on your inner patience as this is really the only
personal panacea for the challenges you confront daily. Applying patience to any situation
will enable you to see through objective God eyes rather than through emotional based
ego vision.

When we exhort patience we do not do so because we are impatient with you. We do it
because we know that it is the only way you will be able to preserve your sanity and
conserve your energies for what is ahead.

Patience requires the tools of understanding tolerance and compassion. They are
significant elements in that timeless and well lauded virtue. You are the chosen ones my
beloveds and we the Masters effort to encourage you to stretch your God selves to attain
the highest level of spiritual resonance with you soul's requirements. You are the ones who
will build the new world in accordance with Christ Michael's esteemed vision. You are the
ones we depend on, you are our jewels and we cherish you all for you are precious to us.
We merely wish to teach you how to keep the various facets of your being polished and
sparkling, for all that you are will impact on those who you are commissioned to teach and
lead in the new world. Patience is a jewel in the Father's crown Wear this virtue with dignity
and humility for it will keep you insulated in the days to come.

I leave you children of the light with a thought. Garner the fruits of patience into your
storehouse that you may nourish yourself with these fruits in order to sustain yourself and
others in the times ahead. Your soul will thank you and you will find you are closer to
embellishing your self with a jewel in God's crown.
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I AM NADA. I confer on you the light of Divine Patience to accompany you on your journey
towards the Light.
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Generosity

Generosity is the Light from which all was created. It is cradled in every spirit and birthed
by that single source of love. It is as eternal as the spring from which the soul was
conceived. It does not engage in random conjecture but burns in the immortality of the
living flame of life.

Generosity is often mistaken as an "act"•It does not find its centre in matter but is an
intangible virtue which, if honoured righteously, perfumes its journey with the bodacious
fragrance of kindness which kindles every moment of one's sojourn.

Generosity is attached to nothing except itself. It does not steal the light of recognition; it
does not count the costs of giving; it does not harbour vehicular attachments of expected
gratitude, reciprocation, atonement, material rewards or bow to egoistic camaraderie. It
comfortably sits with the choir of divine virtues free from the prison of political riddles,
societal contortions, egotistical demands and religious catechism.

Generosity creates a silhouette for the soul. Each soul recognises in its cell memory that
the thread of light weaved its existence through the deft mind of the Creator. It
acknowledges that it is programmed to give by the very mind which gave it life. The light of
generousity creeps into the psyche of the soul and feeds it with the food of gravitational
courage that it may see the gift of giving spiritualised in the celestial pendulum.

Man must know that the thriving and healing potion of generousity within his soul can only
be accessed through knowing himself and the very source from which he was created.
When he can comprehend the simple mechanics of his soul's birth and know that his life is
a gift bestowed that he may replicate his Father's giving, then he will come into the
remembrance of who he truly is. He will be able to discern that the Father gave and gives
generously of His love, light, patience, understanding, compassion, tolerance and
greatness of His spirit within each. Man can then fashion his life to match the generousity
of the Father. After all, the Father is in him and he is a fragment of the Father.

The gift of free will to man tempered by reason was a generous bestowal by the Father,
without expectation of praise, glory or honour. His only hope was that man would one day
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re give to the Father his free will through his desire to return to the throne of oneness from
which he was born and in so doing experience the purest form of God.

The flavour of generousity in your world has lost its divine edge as it has been corrupted by
man's desire to satisfy his earthly palate. It is tuned into the foulness of man's convoluted
senses which deigns to know everything yet knows nothing.

True generousity of spirit is priceless, effortless and infallible. It emanates from self which
guarantees its longevity. When you give in spirit and in truth you do not deny yourself but
will always be replete with a myriad of spiritual gifts .

There are very few givers in your world, which is littered with receivers, takers and closet
thieves. Sadly these ones have not yet found their light and so dwell in the chasm of
materiality and feigned generousity.

Your politicians give a lot- they are generous with their propaganda, false promises,
cloaked lies, cultivated yet artificial charm and meaningless empathy. Your religious
leaders are generous with their man created dogmas, adulterated truths and religious
doctrines lacking in spiritual content. The dark forces in your world are generous with their
temptations as they inveigle themselves into your consciousness so that you generously
support the charity of commercialism and worship the god of materialism. All this, so that
they can generously control you and steal your freedom so that you are unable to explore
and find your God selves, your essence, your truth.

Man will drink from the cup of generousity which will enable him to nourish his way of living
and others, when he is liberated from the bondage of imposed slavery and caustic
subjugation. Only then will he be able to relish and appreciate the cultured virtue of that
spiritual fruit which finds its haven in his eternal soul. When he tastes of the sweetness of
that fruit, his spirit will become ennobled and his path humbled. He will recognise that
generousity is a gift of divine proportions which anticipates nothing but joy and emotes only
satisfaction. The scales of affectation and false pride will no longer impede him from giving
with unbridled, divine enchantment.

I AM THAT I AM
Hazel
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Resurrection
By Hazel's God Self
# 09 Apr 7, 2010

Resurrection
Today you ones on earth celebrate the resurrection of the Christ you believed bore your
very sins and died for them. You will celebrate this day by rendering well intentioned
praises, prayers and honour to your martyred King. You will partake in Holy Communion
and remind yourself of His one great oblation and His love for you. How many of you will
remember Him tomorrow or the day after or seek to embody and live the very teachings
and virtues He endeavoured to impart by His incarnation of Earth 2000 years ago?
How unfortunate that this celebration around the globe will be based on sanctimonious
practice inherited from your forefathers, indoctrinated by Christianity's espoused beliefs,
tainted and sullied by those who wished to decide what God should stand for.
These are the times dear ones of the Resurrection, the true Resurrection, that of Mother
Earth who for aeons have been crucified on the cross of mansâ€TM depravity, self serving
ways, avarice, corruption and malignant perspicuity.
Her resurrection will mean that she will rise again to the glory of the pristine entity she was
created to be, never again to travail or sojourn in the mist of man created darkness. She
wants you to experience her re birthing by joining her in this process of divine cleansing
and renewal.
Will you shed your raiment of discord, darkness, delinquent attachments and all its
attendant appendages and submit to the re birthing and renewal of your soulsâ€TM
character? Many of you have souls that are dormant or hidden in the recesses of your
physicality. Will you not liberate your soul from the tentacles of material persuasion and
allow it to emerge and progress through the resurrected light of ascension?
Yes dear ones, the term "Resurrection" during these times has taken on a renewed
importance. It has found its counterpart in the Ascension process which requires
transformation of what we now see as archaic societal and religious modalities so that the
veins of spiritual truth anchored in divine laws can assume its place at the core of man's
education and at the helm, man's eventual end, being the Source of all.
The process of resurrection requires the abandonment of myopic perceptions and the
exercise of divine reason. When you can see that the Christ did not die that you may be
resurrected to eternal life, you will then grasp the simple notion that you must take
responsibility for your own resurrection by confronting your actions and through soul intent
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and effort engineer your renewal. When you can accept that you are as eternal as the Light
from which you were created, you would effort to be that Light.
Your resurrection or ascension is a fluid processes so don'be charmed by the romantic
fantasy that you will resurrect in one day.
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Easter Tribute to Christ Michael and Esu
By Hazel
# 10 Apr 7, 2010

Dear Bothers and Sisters I wish you a very enlightening Easter. During this
commemoration of our Beloved Christ Michael's bestowal in the double incarnation with
our beloved Esu, I share with you my tribute to them which I render with the purest love
and honour.
ESU SANANDA
Into your sacred palm
My solemn hand imprints
That now you bear the memoirs of silent retreats.
I journey the breadth of time and space
where vistas unalloyed behold a reverence pure.
That place where the stirring melody of my soul's tuneful longing
draws the harmony of you,
Where I am regaled by celestial auras
and nourished with delight as you wear my hand in yours
and speak in melodious questions to kindle the solitaire of wisdom.
When time is spent, the parting bugle heralds
You show your sacred palm which bears the imprint of my hand
that I may know that time and space illusions,
cannot erase, the union of our melded souls
The Oneness of our eternal being.
Christ Michael 1
The thread of your buoyant words weaves a lullaby
that floats in feathery whispers to still receiving minds,
And the virtue of your patience clamours from your silken speech
to cloister love filled hearts.
The tapestry of your knowing embroidered by deity
warmly feeds the dew of truth,
And the gentle cadence of your wisdom leaks rainbow rays
to awaken souls to the quintessential you.
The simple lyrics of your tuneful song empowers belief
and the passion of your compass draws your flock within,
But it is the genre of your inspired love that kindles this our path
Towards the acme of all that is divine.
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Christ Michael 2
I have felt your verdant presence colour my inner being in spasms
and the frisson of your flame pour liquid warmth within.
I have seen the subtle markings of your power move that pen demure
and the sacred circle spiral in rhythmic motions of infinity.
I have known the cradling comfort of your rocking arms
and your plasmic shield of love which roots the temple of my soul.
I have heard lyrical wisdom pulse from your frequency of truth
and the timeless voice of creation echo through you.
I have met you embodied in the sanctuary of my dreams
as the magnet of your aura clasps the chain of my heart,
And I am reined by the crest of your love into the circuit of your eternal embrace.
Blessed be in Love and Purest Light Hazel
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Tomorrow will take care of itself
By Christ Michael thru Hazel
# 11 Apr 7, 2010

Tomorrow will take care of itself
Channelled Message Christ Michael- Thru Hazel
3/22/2010
The road ahead is paved with mixed stones, some rubble to be removed others boulders
to rebuild. However you are the masons and carpenters of tomorrow. There will be skills
that you have but will only post stasis come into the remembrance of. What you do not
know you shall learn. Necessity will surely be the mother of invention in times to come.
Do not be alarmed that you will not know "HOW" for you shall know and will be guided by
many hands. What does it profit you to be afraid of what is to come when you have been
longing and imploring for the time ahead to manifest. Have I not shared with you my vision
for tomorrow? Do you know Me dear ones? Do you not bear a part of Me within you that
you can turn to for guidance and assurance?
Why do you trouble yourself and others with worldly issues of tomorrow when I have said
that in due time all you need will be given to you. I ask that you reassess your commitment
to the cause and renew yourselves through introspection and divine tuning. These are
crucial times that we are in now. Note I said "NOW" not ahead. If you allow yourselves to
see the bigger picture of what has already transpired you will see that all goes to plan. You
must trust in the knowledge that has been imparted to you and move forward fearlessly for
in these last days the Dark will seek to strike you with the hot iron of doubt so that you will
burnt and broken and be unable to serve that which you know is the light.
Dear ones you are all precious to me and you all have divine missions ahead. Please do
not allow your fears to override your reason. But trust in what you know. This is a time of
severe testing for all of you. It is easy to follow when the tide is low but now that the tide is
well on its way to entering high ground you cannot turn to fear for what tomorrow will bring.
Stand your ground for I shall protect you. Your fears will keep you in the prison of doubt
and darkness and your impatience will further feed that fear. Know that I am your God and
I shall sustain you. All you need do is to enter into your space of quietude and speak to
me.
Although the task post stasis will be challenging the rewards will be most worth it all. You
will adjust dear children for you have chosen this path.
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I leave you with my Love and place the shield of my divine light over each of you to protect
you from the harmful rays of doubt and fear. Know that I am steadfast in my Will and it
shall be done.
Aton.
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The State of Current Events
By AA Michael and Hazel
# 12 Apr 7, 2010

The State of Current Events
Sometime in March, date unknown
Hazel
Arch Angel Michael
Hazel: Please grace me with your Angelic presence and speak to me on the state of
current events as they relate to Earth changes. Some are now doubting the Father's word
and celestial revelations because so far promises have not been fulfilled.
AA Michael: I am most present dear one and was awaiting your call. I come in the light of
God.
Dear one the spate of events will come fast and furious when unleashed. There is a lull at
the moment to work out various dynamics in the process so that all will be seamless when
the button is pressed. There are a lot of factors to be considered but this you already know
even though those scientific and forensic details have not been revealed. The Father's
word is pure dear one and events may not have yet been fulfilled in accordance with your
understanding of time but it has already occurred in the spiritual realms.
You on earth cannot truly comprehend how the greater divine plan unfolds. You must
maintain your equanimity at this time for this is the telling period for many things. Will the
light workers abandon at this final hour in the play? Will they be able to resist the forces of
darkness which seek to deter them from their lighted path?
This time is as much as a challenge for you as it is a challenge for the dark ones. How
many times have many different celestials channelled through so many of you giving you
the assurance and comfort and knowledge that you need? Why do you doubt? You are too
anchored by time and rigid notions of time and events. Your spiritual knowledge should be
referenced during this time to keep your centred on your path.
I can assure you that events are transpiring as I speak to you. Dear one if only you know
what is to embark on your world. When it does occur all disbelievers will have the light
turned on in their minds, perhaps, some for the first time. You have all been speculating on
where the disasters will occur- Everywhere and anyway dear one. No country will be saved
from the effects albeit some will suffer greater hardships.
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For those who have turned away it is their choice, they have free will to do so. This is the
time to be entrenched in what you know. The toughest time is before the light dawns. You
have to go through that final maze of darkness in the tunnel, but you trudge through
because you know the light of freedom awaits at the very end. Do not get stuck in the
maze of doubt and thereby deprive yourself of the freedom you have so long awaited.
The zones have been demarked, physical as well as spiritual for all concerned and there is
no turning back. Protect yourselves in these final hours from negativity; see it for what it is.
Tend to yourself and your spiritual sanity for the end of the tunnel is in sight.
Do you think that during these critical times that the celestials will choose to disseminate
information that may be corrupted to those who genuinely serve the light? All is divinely
orchestrated. Each chaneller is given a message that their spirit allows them to
comprehend for the purpose of adding to the large jigsaw puzzle so that all pieces fall in
place that not only confirms and re affirms, but gives vital information to help others
comprehend. You are all children of God, you all serve the light.
Do you not know the truth? Do not back pedal in what you know for to do so would place
you at a grave disadvantage. Stay ahead of the game for you are given the tools of
knowledge in order to do so. You ones have been given an additional resource (the one
called Vince) which provides frequent channels of information to keep you informed. Can
you not see how things are changing and moving?
This is a time for fortification of your spirit. Stand tall in your light please for we in the
celestial realms are depending on you. I leave you with my light of joy and protection and
call upon you to seek me when you need fortification. Visualise my signature light and call
me and I shall sustain you with strength.
I am Arch Angel Michael.
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Faith
By Germain and Hazel
# 13 Apr 7, 2010

FAITH
Hazel Channelled Message Master St Germain
ME: I invite a Celestial being from the Spiritual Hierarchy to speak to us on Faith and the
importance of Faith during these times.
ME: Do you come in the Light-Yes I do.
ME: Who are you? - It is I your old friend St. Germain. I came to you because when you
originally thought of writing on Faith you projected that thought to me.
ME: OK
Germain: I have spoken about faith already and have said that it is the stepping stone to
Knowing. Faith is merely a bridge to the totality of your true nature that of a Knowing
being. When you Know God you do not need to have faith. Have Knowing in God not Faith
in God. This is merely a repetition of what I have previously taught.
Saying that you have faith intones that there is room for doubt. Knowing is absolute and
this is what will provide you with the understanding, grace and patience you need during
this time. I dislike the word faith especially when it applies to workers of the light. As light
workers do you bear partial light? No, for when you serve God you must be the light.
Therefore faith connotes partial knowing and this your spirit will not condone when you
serve God in truth. This child who channels this message thinks I am being too harsh but
this is not my intent. I merely wish to remind you of who you are.
Saying that, we do understand the challenges you ones of the light have faced through
consistent attacks from the dark. Yet your resilience, you have been able to maintain. Do
not see yourself as lacking in faith because you don't. You have merely become impatient
with current state of affairs and feel the innate need to move on spiritually in every way.
Do not question your faith because you are already in the knowing. Trust yourselves and
trust in what you know for the celestials have been most transparent with you. Do not fall
for the "attack line" of lacking in faith for this is just another ploy of the dark to make you
doubt yourself and God.
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I will not say much more on this except that you must all applaud yourselves for where you
have reached in your spiritual growth. Do not bow down now to dark attacks. Fight with
every vestige of your Knowing and retain your inner incandescence which will stay you on
your course. We are very nearly there. Let your Knowing ride on the wave of God's
promise to you which is irrevocable.
Right now you ones need courage, so go within and rekindle as many times as you need
the flame of courage. For courage with Knowing will keep you afloat and avoid you wilting
in the false belief that you lack faith or belief or even Knowing.
I am Germain. I leave you with my blessings and the pace of God. I give to you my flame
of violet that you may transmute all misconceptions and rise continuously to the glorious
beings that you are.
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Creed & Penury
By Hazel's God Self
# 14 Apr 7, 2010

Hazel

Channelled Message through God self

CREED
I want to speak of Creed, the belief of man as anchored in Religious practice.
What is a creed but man's created belief hinged on a temorous religious anachronism to
validate his existence and experience.
In most cases man-made creeds bear no natural link to God's Divine Laws. They are
written to console the ego of man and create a following over which control can be
exercised, falsely in the name of God. Chronicled as creeds are those which man are
encouraged in religious circles to repeat and recite ad nauseam that his senses may be
emboldened and that he may feel that he has fulfilled his duty to praise God and earn His
grace. These creeds inspire elation in its recitation without inspiring belief in practice.
Why has religious prelates not made "Love thy neighbour as thyself" a creed for man to
recite. Is this creed not, in its inherent simplicity the essence of the Christ's teachings? The
complexities of creeds which characterise religious practice have diluted the simple and
direct messages of God's law.
A man's belief will influence his thought, his thoughts will influence his actions and his
actions will reflect who he is. Is it therefore not prudent, that a man's belief should originate
in truth? Man has for aeons allowed others to impose on him a belief system which he
naively follows.
Man-made creeds have no credence. Man must be taught to build a belief system by
visiting his inner sanctuary of knowing which will provide him with instructions to illumine
his mind so that his mortal journey will be undeniably based on God's word.
Man-made creeds pluck the eyes of divine truth and those who compose them, appear in
God-like resonance whilst pilfering the right of man to know the truth of his very being.
False creeds serve man not God, but man has sunk into the depths of such insightful
delusion that he can no longer tell truth from falsity.
Man must know that there is only one creed and that is GOD IS LOVE. Its singular
significance canters from the soul of man, born of God through the light of love. When man
realises that God is Love and Man is God and therefore Man is Love, his belief system will
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espouse these simple tenets and he will no longer be a martyr to fallacious thinking but a
creator as God intended.
If man would cultivate the art of silent communing, he would be given the reverent tools to
fashion a palatial existence, thereby obviating the need for borrowed creeds. Religion has
inspired dependency in man and has fostered a culture that man needs religion to be
Godly and to understand God. It has spewed its poison into mans' thought processes and
has dwarfed his God mind that his ability to reason is crucified on the cross of erroneous
dogma.
When religion can accept that its primary purpose is to teach man about himself through
the knowing of God, instead of teaching man to know God through the unfolding of
historical events, then it might have a scintilla of success in directing man back to the
source.
The paradigm, that God reigns in the echelons of a monasterial heaven whilst man sub
serves in terrestrial discomfort and must kneel in abject prayer to beggar divine gifts, must
shift to the overarching knowledge that God and man are unified by a universal heartbeat
and what God can do so can man.
The vagrant notion of separation was sowed by the bastard sons of darkness to keep man
within the prison of ignorance that he may never be free to find his God self.
I say to Man, the plethora of "religious creeds" is no more than religions' many concubines
who must be divorced before clarity of mind can prevail. Only then will man know that his
one true love is reposed within the temple of his being waiting to be kindled and courted
that man may truly understand what that one perfect creed epitomises when it says "GOD
IS LOVE"
I AM THAT I AM
Hazel
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Penury
Hazel Channelled Message through God self
Spiritual impoverishment is by far the most poignant form of penury which pervades your
civilisation today. The symptoms of this ailment are most discernible in the discontent,
depression, malaise and general feeling of incompleteness experienced by many
regardless of their professional and socio- economic positions.
Yet the intelligence of man has failed to diagnose the cause of these symptoms. Could
this be as a result of man being a slave to his senses which have no claim to KNOWING?
The perturbing rise in alcoholism, drug abuse and sexual promiscuity portends that man is
seeking to fulfil a need but perceives that that need revolves around the satisfaction of his
senses. Man feeds his senses to escape the vacuity of his inner expression which he
perceives in "nothingness".
Mans' panacea for his inner void has scalded his very soul which becomes buried in a
maze of dormancy and deprived of its inherent power. Poverty of mans' mind mystifies as
he has allowed the cyclone of his senses to impede the enrichment of his mind which
holds the library of all the knowledge he needs to propel himself out of putrid stagnation.
Man perjures his soul by denying its existence and in so doing creates a vacuum which
sucks the very purpose of his existence. Sense control has numbed that part of man, the
only part which can release him from the bondage of outer sensory perception and make
him a king of his own nature thereby removing the void he currently experiences.
This affliction has through time so infected the greater civilisation that moral decadence,
social atrophy and spiritual asylum has become the norm.
The forces of darkness through spiritual perfidy have detracted man from answering the
call of his ever patient soul which houses the treasure he was incarnated to seek and find.
Sadly Spiritual impoverishment is not the only malady perpetrated by the dark to subjugate
children born of the light. Its contagious germs have spread through the created religions
of the world where man is taught to seek that ever illusory God figure external to himself. It
has perpetrated a great lie and has left man in fear of his very being- the God being,
within. Religion has failed to inspire man to know his true spirit by nourishing it from within
so that his inner light may reveal his very source. It has taught man to worship a
paradoxical God, one of light and love yet one who inspires fear and is punishing in nature.
It teaches man to expect from God through prayer, instead of working with God through
meditation.
Some religions recognise the immortality of God yet castigate or downplay the immortality
of man thereby continuing the lie that God and Man are separate.
Many whose pockets are paved with golden coins bear listless souls which thirst for life. It
is too heavy a price to pay when through starvation the soul pines to death whilst the
mortal flesh and ego thrives until death, when life for them terminates.
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Then there are those who seek to explore spirituality without wishing to acknowledge a
creator source. I say to them that expedited spiritual progress cannot be made unless you
start with knowing who you are. It is the centre of the circle from which you should begin
your exploration before exploring the various tangents within the parameters of the circle.
If you start from the source you will not have to search for the source.
To be poor is not to be without material wealth, it is the lacking of light of the spirit.
Creation conferred abundance on mankind, not poverty, but man has lost his way and has
rejected his divine gifts in preference of worldly accoutrements.
As man topples backward in spiritual regression he is poised on the cliff from which he will
plummet into total spiritual annihilation.
This is the time for man to reclaim God's legacy to him by acknowledging his inner light
and soul existence. When he can do so, the inspiring accord that will follow shall fill his
very being with complete understanding that he may become the author of his spirit's
destiny and once and for all help to cleanse the infestation of karmic poverty that he has
willed on himself for aeons.
I AM THAT I AM
Hazel
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Love & Abundant Joy
By Maelynyn & Belbin with Hazel
# 15 Apr 9, 2010

Angels Maelynyn and Belbin thru Hazel of AHS.

Dear Brothers and Sisters of the Soul, I have been connecting over the last few months
with Higher Beings through meditations and have received messages. I only recently,
encouraged by all of those here who have chanelled decided to adopt Jess's method of
connecting. I am working currently on some pieces with Lady Master Nada and also
another Celestial being which is geared towards missions post stasis. However, 2 of my
Angels Maelynyn ( my guardian angel since birth) and Belbin whose been with me for
about 8 months now provided messages today which they ahve said I should share.
What divine message can you give to me that I can share with others?

We are most present dear one and ready to start. I Maelynyn will attend first.

My message today is about love and the role it must play in the coming days of upheaval
in your world. The signs are most present dear one and you light workers must take your
cue and be ready as your services will be required more profoundly during this time. It will
be a time of great sacrifice for you but with great service comes great sacrifice. You may
find your self tending to the fears of those you don't even know in your physical realm but
this will offer an ideal opportunity to spread your wings and uplift those children of God who
bear divine souls who have not yet heard the call but are basically good human beings

The true wealth of your nature will be evident now and that authentic brand of and unique
way that you show your love through compassion, sharing and tolerance must prevail. It
will be a supreme time for helping your brothers and a true feeling of brotherhood will be
for the first time felt and understood by many.

Time is no man's friend at this moment dear ones except for those who are prepared for
what is to come. The level of heartache and pain that you will witness is beyond your
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conception at this point in time so you must brace yourselves and prepare to offer comfort
and understanding.

Those who disbelieved will find that they experience a change of mind and they will be
looking to those who have the answers and that is where you all come in. You will provide
the proverbial cradle for these babes of spirituality and you must tend them with care lest
they fall in anguish. The love of the Father must be the type of love you all embrace and
offer and that is without condition or discrimination to even those who are of the dark. The
mettle of man will be tested during these times but it offers an opportunity for the
developing of unity with others. You will find yourselves putting into use the love that you
have stored up for a long time. You will all surprise yourselves as there will be moments
when you think you have no more to give but the vessel that is you will be refilled. The
Angels are with each of you, willing to serve with and through you during the trying times
ahead and thereafter. Call upon them and they shall offer that guiding hand and loving
sanctuary. Peace be with you all.

Belbin

The force of nature will be unleashed with fury and many will not comprehend but so it
goes as the old must collapse before the new can be built and there is a lot that is
antiquated, archaic and degenerative in your world. Progress comes only when man can
see himself in the light of God and ask who am I and know who he is. He must take the
reins of his soul for that is the fulcrum of his being and use those reins to control his life.
There are so many in the celestial realm waiting to help and offering help and have done
for many aeons but man has chosen to take his own counsel independent of all that is
divine. The world at this moment wears a veil of darkness and even your Mighty sun
cannot erase that dark cloud misted with the corruption of evil intent and falseness. When
man starts to use his inner vision he will see the true light in all things. The spiritual realm
is excited, as the new changes which are imminent will afford more of an opportunity for
the outer world so to speak to look in and play a more active role in the rebuilding, as you
who stay converse and commune with them for guidance. There will be no shortage of
help.

Lift up your hearts oh you of the great One of Aton for He has been, is and will always be
your deliverer for He has heard the cries of many and has come again to usher in a world
where peace, love and righteousness will prevail.
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Abundant joy will be the insignia. Light will shine as you have never seen it because the
light that shines will be through the hearts and soul of men and there will be true rejoicing.
You will not only be relying on the Mighty suns for your light.

Prepare yourselves for the bugle has sounded. Take your places like soldiers and be ready
to march into the victory field for that is the only outcome-Victory. Do not cry for that which
is not lost, Preserve the thread of tears for joysâ€TM abandon, Let bravery be your shield
and hope your sword. Move forward with faith and claim your just rewards.

I send you children the cloak of divine light that it may bring you peace and comfort Delight
in who you are for you are the children of tomorrow. I bid you Peace. I am Belbin.

In purest love and light
Your sister of the soul
Hazel
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RELIGION - The Walls come tumbling down!
By Aton - through Hazel
# 16 Apr 9, 2010

Dear Brothers and Sisters
This evening whilst communing, I felt my head tingling and buzzing so I picked up and it
was Christ Michael saying that he wanted to do a piece on Religion. I was
quite surprised about His choice of topic but went with the flow.
Love to all
Hazel

RELIGION - The Walls come tumbling down!
Religion has spun a web of lies that has ensnared man for ages. It has essentially cut man
off from the centre of his being and catapulted him into an ocean of divisive practices all
aimed at perpetuating the fallacy that God can be charmed into granting mansâ€™ desires
through repetitive prayer and supplication. Religion has denied man his ability to discover
his very power and true God nature. It teaches him that God is a totally separate entity who
needs to be praised and worshipped and glorified. In other words Man is at the mercy of
God when he really is at the mercy of himself.
Those who are at the helm of religious foundations are themselves in most cases ignorant
of the truth. They however proceed to codify teachings which match their personal
interpretations of doctrines long handed down to them. They put their own flavour of
subjective intent into the teachings which assuage their egos and give them a feeling of
ownership, power and status in their respective religious circles. They never entertain the
thought that they may not know the truth or teach the truth but instead make themselves
puppets to the greater forces of darkness which seek to use them to control the masses
and keep them dense as to their true nature.
Not one religion is without its false preachers and teachers. Do not think that some of
these esteemed• preachers do not know the truth? Of course they do. They have been so
deluded by their own needs and beliefs that they comfortably forget the truth or seek to
hide it under the brushes with the hope that they could, through their status, exercise
sufficient influence over their followers so that they are kept subdued and in obeisance.
Man has not really stood a chance dear one. Man has become so dependent on the
teachings of others and the interpretations given by others that he has lost a vital part of
his God given mind which remains in sheeplehood. He refuses to exercise independent
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thinking in order to seek the truth himself because he thinks that another can give him the
truth that he may easily follow. Have I given birth to a herd of followers? That was certainly
not my intent. I sent you as co creators to bring light and truth to others that they might find
their way home. Yet you have sought the easy option of following conventional man
created teachings which bear little facet of truth, instead of following the light within you
which bears the truth.
Very few in your world seek the truth dear one. They live in the comfort of their clouded
world where each feels that his truth is manifold. Each religion varies to some extent in
their teachings and espoused belief systems. If there is but one God how could this be?
How could there be a myriad of contradictory truths•? Have those who subscribe to
religion thought of this? Is it that man has used religion to further advance his own needs
to impose the farce of supremacy and superiority of one over the other yet simultaneously
preaching religious tolerance? Why cannot my children open their eyes?
For those who tire of religion, they go the opposite end of the continuum to become atheist.
If religion was used to teach God's truth then man would not defect to atheism and in so
doing lose any hope that he may discover that he is a fragment of God and therefore part
of God and graduate to the higher knowledge that he is. God
The question is not what religion has taught man but what has religion NOT taught man. It
has not taught man that he is Supreme, that he is eternal as his Creator and that he is
ONE with God and therefore is God. A man would be deemed to commit religious heresy
to submit in the presence of religious leaders that he is God and God is he. The very ones
who teach you about God are orphans of the spirit and of the knowledge of who God is.
The multifaceted nature of religion will soon undergo a radical face lift as you call it in your
world. Religion is now enjoying its last days. The wings of religion will be severely clipped
and its descent most catastrophic. It will make way for the ascent of true spiritual
knowledge.
Yes, the blinds are going to be lifted for I tire of the falsities which govern the beliefs and
practices of man in my name. The scandals now associated with various prelates of so
called high standing compounds the scourge that religion has already impacted on man.
Men who do not know or practice Godly virtues are allowed boldly to serve in the name of
God whilst plying themselves with depraved thoughts and practices to feed their carnal
desires whilst blatantly lying to the masses about who they truly are. Well have not the
tables turned on them? All their dark ways are now emerging in the light of day and there is
still more to come. Dear one even the most HOLY of your religious leaders are not
untarnished. There are few that serve in truth and even their teachings are misleading
although they too are ignorant of the truth unknowingly and must be forgiven. They merely
parrot what they have been taught without applying further thought or reason.
The time is drawing near dear one when man will be free of religious confinements and
false platitudes that have plagued the institutions for aeons. He will be taught that the laws
of God and creation are at the fulcrum of any civilisation which must be premised and
developed around these laws. Every other law created by man must gravitate around the
laws of God and must given credence and honour to them. There is no room for
compromise here, for if your new world stands a chance of entering into true light and life
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then the laws of God and divine teachings and dictates must populate your thinking, beliefs
and your spiritual education.
The perpetrators of evil practices in the name of religion will stand before me to answer for
they have committed spiritual treason in my name whilst entrusted with my flock. They will
find themselves in lower placement to work out their karmic debts.
I leave you with this vision. The ornate temples and churches which have housed vagrants
of the truth for ages will be torn down so that you can walk freely in your spirit and breathe
the uncontaminated air of divine truth which I give to you. Every limb of God's law you will
use to build your new world that its structure may be firm and sure, never to collapse
again.
I am Aton, your God who loves you immeasurably and have come to free you from the
bondage of lies, mistruths and half truths which have manacled your spirit for ages.
My love and light I pour on you
Aton
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Maher shalal hash Baz
By Christ Michael thru Hazel
# 17 Apr 14, 2010

Hazel sent a note to clarify something in Rubens Message from CM, which you see posted
previously. There is a reference to a previous message from CM in Ruben's piece. This
message from Hazel IS that previous message. She lives in an earlier time zone. -C
Message from Christ Michael thru Hazel
Maher shalal hash Baz- Meaning: plunder speedeth; spoil hasteth
(a name Isaiah was commanded first to write in large characters on a tablet, and
afterwards to give as a symbolical name to a son that was to be born to him (Isa. 8:1, 3),
symbolizing hope for Judah during the Assyrian attack on Damascus and Samaria.

Christ Michael
The tables are turning. The fish is coming out of the sea. The bad smell is emerging and
everyone is going to sit up and take notice even those who do not understand. The balmy
days are over dear one. Man will no longer be able to keep his eyes and ears shut and
pretend that all is well or honky dory as you say.

The lies, deceit, manipulation, falsities and depravities are going to be finally seen for what
they are. There will be little or no room for protestation as the evidence will be
overwhelming and there will be naming and shaming. The world will watch on as the evil
disintegrates. Man will realise that he is not a law unto himself. He will see the world as he
knows it, crumbling around him and he will be powerless to change it. Why? Because it is
too late. We have given man every chance to take our assistance and counsel but he has
refused and now he will feel the upper hand.

The craters are churning, the earth rumbling. All of nature knows what is coming. Perhaps
those who are asleep might wish to open their eyes and look around for you are truly in the
last days. There will be a great culmination of events that will take place sequentially that
will cause shock to the entire planet. Currently the shield is still up to an extent as we are
monitoring the mother's movements. The shield is moved in accordance with divine
discretion. There is an experimental phase to the preparation before the big turnover.
There are scientific and spiritual explanations for the manner in which this orchestration is
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being played out. Everyday is one day closer to the manifested event you all await

I say Stop and Watch, Stop and Feel. Stop and listen. Do you not see the frenzy which
abounds you? Do you not hear the crackling of the air? Do not feel the mother knocking?
What inference or conclusion can you draw?

Is it not as I promised? Things are falling apart and the centre of your world cannot truly
hold for much longer. Anarchy and chaos is going to reign. The thunderous echo of
darkness will boom for the last time to make way for the lightening of divine force. Be
Ready. Maher shalal hash Baz( Look it up dear one)

The curtains are about to be drawn. When the raging wars of nature start, there will be no
stay. The silence will be shattered and the placidity replaced with chaos.

Be ready I say

These messages must come with the frequency I intend. You must answer the call. I
intend to keep the momentum of these messages alive

It is I Christ Michael Aton and I place my seal on this message.
13 April 2010
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The Path of Light
By Angel Belbin thru Hazel
# 18 Apr 14, 2010

Channelled Message -Angel Belbin thru Hazel
The Path of Light
The path of light is the path of God. There are but two choices that beings on your planet
have. They can choose to walk the lighted path or traverse the path of darkness. There is
no middle ground. If you choose darkness in any form regardless of the quantity, you have
chosen the dark path. Do not delude yourselves that you can walk these two paths at the
same time.
These choices are not necessarily made before one incarnates. To an extent, when ones
incarnate to continue lessons and work out karma, the possibility exists that the dark path
will remain a temptation. This very much depends on the circumstances that the beings
find themselves in this life stream.
The culture that one finds himself in has a lot to do with the choices he makes. Sometimes
there are those who feel pushed down a path through circumstances even though it is not
their preference. Some who walk the dark path do so as they feel that they have no choice
and survival and self preservation is paramount. You ones live in the moment which is not
a negative, but seldom do ones live in the moment with an appreciation of the greater
context of their existence. Many see their lives on earth as the be all and end all, the
finality. They therefore choose the most comfortable path which is not always the path of
light.
Walking the lighted path requires a spirit that is strong and an understanding that is divine.
To choose to walk that path in spite of the various challenges and hardships you face in
your illusory world takes great courage and conviction. Temptation comes easy in your
world and it is always easy to choose the road most travelled i.e. the easy road. Please
know that the easy road offers transitory comforts. They will never last. What endures is
the wealth you garner within soul's temple.
We look upon you workers of light with great love and admiration for we have seen you
battle against the demons within and the evil without, yet retain your moral charisma to
continually follow the path of your soul's destiny back to the source of all. We see the tears
you shed and we drink those tears. We see the pain in your hearts and we feed it with the
balm of our love. We carry you so many times so that your burdens may feel less weighty
because we know the effort and the love you exert on the arduous journey home. No effort
of the light is wasted; no effort to serve goes unnoticed even though the results may
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seemingly be without reward.
When you walk the path of light you bear the torch of God and it is that inner torch that
encourages you to persevere and push your own spiritual boundaries. You aspire to
greater heights of divine knowing that you can be propelled further along your path in spite
of and despite the myriad obstacles which seek to impede your course and divert you from
undertaking and fulfilling your divine purpose.
Let me paint you a picture. The lighted path is paved in glittering baubles of resplendent
Holy light, unseen yet very much visible to those who see through inner eyes. Clarity of
understanding and purpose is yours so that you see your destination. The more you see
the greater is your speed to advance toward the shore of divine fulfilment.
It is not easy to walk the lighted path, as beautifully paved as it is. Although the path is
clear if you can see with your inner eyes and be guided by your inner light, it does not
mean that you will not face the pains of hurdles flaring up along the way. Those who bear
the champion's torch will know how to surmount these worldly impediments. That is all that
they are- earthly obstacles, never spiritual obstacles. They will be powerless to affect in
any real way you ones of light.
Earthly obstacles are easily removed or overcome by the attitude you confront it with. Light
and Love seems to be so perennially used by many that it appears so trite now But it is the
answer dear one. Love and Light and all its nuances, if well understood, are what will
dissolve the seemingly onerous obstacles. See these obstacles for the mirages that they
are- Unreal. Face them with the mirror of reality and watch them disperse. Your
perceptions aggrandize these obstacles. Delete your senses if you could and focus your
God mind on them. The resulting view will be different I assure.
The path of light holds fine stones of faith and is surrounded by the aura of knowing. The
host of divine virtues can be tapped into as you cruise through your experience. But you
must cultivate what you in your world call tunnel vision. You cannot lose sight of the light
for a moment for to do so will cause a distraction and the dark will use the opportunity to
pounce on you, overcome you and keep you subdued and under its autocratic control.
They will steal your freedom, fill you with guilty thoughts and inspire fear in you that you
feel you must follow the path of darkness so that you can survive this life.
You cannot walk the path of light and dip to taste the treats offered by the dark. To do so
makes you vulnerable to consistent dark attacks. Your inability to see them does not mean
they are not looking for easy prey. So vigilance is the order for those who walk the lighted
path.
Dearly beloved children of God know that he sees each of you as a blessed creation. He
sees you as God and knows you are the light which carries the bountiful treasures and
power of His light. He has faith in you that you would turn to your inner light and seek His
perpetual guidance that your journey home will be bathed in the radiance of His very being.
You the vessels of divine light are the ones who will reach down on the sides and give your
dark brothers a hand back onto the path of light, the path of truth, the path of God, the only
path there is to home.
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Choices, choices, choices. You were all born of the light and therefore to know that you are
light and defect to the dark is deliberate. Is it irrevocable? No it is not. For God will always
welcome his children back on the path of light and tend to them with great care that they
may be restored and healed to continue their journey. Perish the thought siphoned to you
by the dark, that if you defect to the light you will be coming back to harsh punishment.
Well dear ones, God is never a punishing Father. The dark has lied to you. God is a Father
of mercy and compassion. He will welcome you back into his fold of light most lovingly.
There will be many angels holding your hands so that your footsteps become steady and
sure once again.
Do you dark ones want to choose the long way home? Well you can but your lives will be
filled with a stream of indifference, disunity and challenges. You will each time remove
yourselves from your true being and will suffer yet more setbacks. You will all be coming
home, so why not choose the path of light now so that your journey may be expedited.
You will be met by great applause. The heavenly auras will place you in the spot light.
Many will rally around you with loving thoughts and extended hands. You will be held and
fussed over until you get your bearings and feel comfortable to walk confidently along your
path.
Choose us now; come home to us for you are so precious. The Father's love knows only
forgiveness. Choose Him, choose You, choose your Sovereignty rather than that of the
dark ones who seek to keep you buried in charcoal and darkened quicksand. We have
come to rescue you. Take the light that is offered to you, for it is your salvation. You are a
light, do not hide it any longer under the veil of darkness. The light will give you life
eternal, the darkness will give you sure death.
I am Belbin
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TRUTH- THE BRINGER OF LIFE.
By Christ Michael thru Hazel
# 19 Apr 15, 2010

TRUTH- THE BRINGER OF LIFE.
By Christ Michael
Thru Hazel
The sound of truth will rend the air like a shaft of lightening. So sudden will its impact be
that it will shatter the fragments of dark illusions which have pervaded your existence for
aeons. The crafty sons of darkness shall squirm in discomfort as their ritual of lies fall in
shambles in a pile around their deadened feet. I say deadened feet because they will be
paralysed into inaction by the shock to their psyche caused by the revelations of their dark,
depraved, sadistic and manipulative practices.
So far they think that they have been able to hide their evil through socio-economic sorcery
that they have committed against unknowing humanity. They have hidden behind the veils
of cowardly coordinates and inveigled others to undertake their debased, unhealthy and
diseased work. The control panel has now been reopened and I can say that their lurid
fingers are slipping so severely that they must use crutches to hold on. Those crutches are
simply breaking and falling apart.
The sword of truth is about to lash out and cut away the lies and deceit so that the
brotherhood could see what they have been prey to. The noose which has tied man to the
evil perpetrators and slave masters will finally be slashed. Man will be liberated. He will be
able soar to the light of true knowing that he may connect with his spirit, taste of its nectar
and be nourished by the light of creative sustenance.
The media is on alert. We have secured the co operation of various sects and
arrangements are in place for certain announcements which will so dwarf the egos of the
dark ones that will seek to flee for want of control.
There is a saying in your world that the truth shall set you free. Well children of God, finally
you are going to taste the juice of freedom and breathe its pure fragrance. The experience
will rivet you that you will never again wish to become slaves, willing or not to those who
would keep you from knowing and being who you are. The culture of following will be
abolished as you assume your rightful roles as co creators as it was intended by me.
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The only following you will be doing is that of walking in the footsteps of the light in order to
follow your spirit's calling. Perish the thought that you will ever again cling to false hopes
that current state of affairs in your world can be improved by those who rule your roosts.
They are to be removed. The revelations will be most shocking to those who are and were
asleep yet most welcome to those who have seen the disguise worn by the dark.
A race of people will have their ideologies shattered and will need to face the truth of their
non existent status in the eyes of God. They will see that those they have castigated are
the true jewels in the Father's eyes whilst their trumped up, created empowerment has no
bases in history of Divine dictates.
The farcical face of Israel shall be obliterated, not by my hands but by their own contrived,
affected and erroneous belief that they are chosen and supreme. The scabs of lies which
fester their thinking will be plucked that the pus of malignancy can be drained so that the
healing of this world can begin and the curiosity of truth pattern the terrain of mans' mind.
What a sweet and holy day that will be.
That which has escaped man for aeons shall take its rightful place on the throne of divinity.
The sceptre of truth will reign as I shall again give to man the truth, my laws and that of
Creation so that he can rebuild a new civilisation. Yes my children I come to rescue you
and my only weapon shall be the Truth for it is the truth that will propel you into light and
life.
The old influences will be no more. I will dissolve the lies that the wells of truth may rise
again replete to sustain those of you who will remain with the mother.
I am Christ Michael Aton, your Father who has heard the cries and prayers of many. I
come with my battalion to rid your world of the scourge of darkness that the light of truth
may prevail. My seal I place on this my word.
Aton.
Thursday 15th April 2010
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Locale
By S333 thru Hazel
# 20 Apr 15, 2010

Dear All
Last night Christ Michael asked me if I would be willing to channel messages from S333
and I said that I would be happy to serve in whatever way He desired me to. During work
today when I gave my delegates a 10 minute break- guess who showed up? None other
that S333 and he gave me a short message. He nudged me just now as a reminder to
share it. Here it is.
Love to all
Hazel
Locale
Many are wondering about the locality for upcoming events. We have said many times
before that it is unpredictable even though there are vulnerable areas we have mentioned
for all to be on the look out for. Do not perturb yourselves by this for those of you who are
in susceptible areas will be admonished as and when. It is important that you all be vigilant
and check within for warnings. The speed of the fan is about to increase again, so please
make it a point to daily, even a few times a day to check in. Create a space in your daily
lives for this. Warn those close to you if they will hear.
I know that you have heard this before several times but I ask that if help should
come from your celestial brothers on ship do not hesitate to enter the beam. They
will identify themselves. It is important during this time for unity of all, not division.
The ship is sinking and there is only a "handful" to be saved. So put whatever pride or
discontent you may have against your brothers and be gentle during this time. Let love be
the balm that you show in every situation for you do not know what will happen at the next
moment.
S333
Candace: The "beam" extends from the craft which is down within the atmosphere, and will
probably be viewable unless it is in clouds or something. The beam sort of "vacumns" you
up into the ship. Think of it in a way as an elevator. Some of you will be ill after being in it,
and there will be doctors available to assist you.
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Power- Its Myth and Might
By Hazel's God Self
# 21 Apr 16, 2010

Channelled message through God self 16/04/10.
Hazel
Power- Its Myth and Might
What is Power? Mans' created definition is a reflection of his earthly experience which
necessarily involves the participation of his outer sensory perceptions.
Power in your world is dependent on control from which it feeds, so that its ascendant
nature primarily dominates through a feeling. It is not a thing; neither does it have a status
of its own or on its own. It is a feeling conjured by man through which he experiences
supremacy and self perceived legitimacy.
Why does man need to experience feelings of power? Insecurity perhaps, born from not
knowing his true heritage? Perceptions of division from the One and All, perpetrated by the
inherent differences which clothes man in his earthly form?
Power is the ego's gladiator which keeps it entertained as it basks in illusions of self
grandeur. The ego classifies its patrons and conquests. Power being one of both, satisfies
the ego by conferring the attributes of worldly status and physical possessions, which
becomes the measure of its might. Power is the raiment of illusion with which man layers
himself that he may be accepted, whilst providing a security blanket for his fragile ego.
Man seeks to create and define himself through the acquisition of power which conveys
upon him an earthly status and an elevated stature within the perception of others. Man
has used the notion of power to enslave his fellowman and kindle fear. He uses it as a tool
to exert his false superiority that others may cower in low self esteem and unworthiness by
their perceived lack of attributes needed to make them powerful beings. He has used the
myth of power to neutralise the senses of his fellowman that they may bow before those
who flaunt "power attributes" and treat them with deference.
Every institution in your world knowingly or unknowingly fosters distinction, disunity and
discrimination as the context of power overarches their design. This has only led to moral,
social, economic and political disintegration of ALL. They fail to enlighten man and lead
him to the understanding that none is more powerful or equal than the other and that "Each
is All and All are One"
Sadly, what man fails to grasp, is that true power can neither be affected, manufactured,
fabricated nor acquired through external circumstances. For man is not the flesh and
feelings emotionalised by his ego. His true self is that ethereal aspect, intangible yet real,
supreme yet humble. His true self registers within his earthly form yet goes far beyond that.
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Man will become empowered when he recognises that his divinity lies within him and
unifies him with the Source of All, the home base of all power. When he can awaken that
divinity, he will become spiritually empowered and will acquire gems of spiritual treasures
along his journey, with which he will nurture every thought, feeling action and energy he
creates. Through divine empowerment man will know who he is, where he comes from and
what he must do to return home. This sense of empowerment will feed his perspective with
clarity and wisdom. It shall awaken his inner perceptions and give him control over himself
that he may not feel the need to control others.
Man has rejected divine empowerment as his centre in favour of singular material
empowerment. This is the reason why the periphery of your world is currently caving in.
Power in your world is founded on false constructs and artefacts and plebeian notions of
grandeur totally unrelated to divine truth.
There is only one power and that is the Source of All which each creation bears within.
When the seeds of power are accessed within the inner sanctum of each, it creates the
energy of inner knowing. All that is then created is built on this energy and sustained
eternally.
Man must forge a link with his inner resource and drink from the fountain of its power, that
it may unfold for him awareness and knowing of his sovereignty, so that he could
recognise the unlimited power of God within him which he must use to create his own
paradise.
I AM THAT I AM
Hazel
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Forthcoming Events
By S333 thru Hazel
# 22 Apr 16, 2010

Channelled Message -S333 Events 16/04/10 thru Hazel
Events
I said earlier today that forthcoming events will be imminent. There have been some
speculation as to what imminent means, as there seems to be a marked disparity between
what we celestials associate the word with in comparison to the meaning you ones on
earth designate to it.
I will however like to clarify that when I say imminent I mean exactly that which accords
with your understanding. Surely you have witnessed over the last few weeks that the tide
of events have increased and in fact at a fairly catastrophic level albeit nothing in
comparison to that which is about to be unleashed. All I shall say is that do no be surprised
for we have been warning of this for some time now.
Expect the expected and unexpected. This is the time, you are living in it. The
orchestration has begun to play out. If you find there is a lull in activity at any time, know
that it is merely a brief pause needed by us to reassess and reassure ourselves that the
next step in the orchestration is the most appropriate.
The cards have been dealt and the players are hedging their bets. The dark have been
given sufficient time to retrace their steps to the light. I wonder how they will play their
hands? For this is the final game in the set. From my vantage point they hold the weakest
cards and bluffing is not an option now. Will they surrender in defeat?
There is still a margin available within which they can take our hands so they can be
extracted and saved from the dirt of their own making. If they do choose to take the hand
of salvation it will not be defeat for them but sweet victory. Will they take it? I wonder?
S333
21.07 pm
16/04/10
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Catapulting Event #2
By S333 thru Hazel
# 23 Apr 17, 2010

-S333 Catapulting Events
17/04/10
Hazel
Catapulting Event No 2
Rise and Shine, this your dawning world is slowly peeking out its head. Can you not see it
happening before your very eyes? Can you not feel it within the depths of your very soul?
Can you not smell the disintegrating flesh of the dark ones melting in the cinders of the
new energy thriving on your planet? Yes dear ones of the Light. It is NOW, NOW, NOW.
We rejoice with you for you have waited very long. The traffic is piling up as you say for
many are being prepared to exit your world to go where their souls have chosen as being
the appropriate place for their continued education and growth. For those who are staying
you too are being prepared at a level to undertake your tasks which will be revealed at the
appropriate time. This preparation is taking place at the soul level so your conscious mind
does not yet know. This will continue into stasis.
The wings of harmony are going to cover your new world as the darkness of discord is
lifted to give the mother and her remaining children a chance to breathe and grow into their
elevated status of light and true life
Call on us and we shall answer you. Knock on our door and we shall open. The time is
drawing near when the veil is to be lifted and communication with us at this level will be the
norm. We are merely preparing you for this way of contact. But likewise when we call you
must answer and when we knock you must open the door of your consciousness and let
us in to provide you with the guidance you need.
You see dear ones, you will have a lot of help from us after stasis but it is imperative that
you remain in close contact because you will be working with us not for and we will be
working with you not for you. Therefore cultivate at this time the habit of connecting with us
so that you establish a comfortable environment to foster this connection going forward. So
how do you all do this? You need to make yourselves accessible through intent and
preparation.
This child asks what I meant by Catapulting Event No: 2. It is the dawning of your new
world. The cleansing has begun in earnest and it is breeding a feeling of discomfort and
inconvenience very much like when you are detoxifying your bodies. The feeling is great
after the detoxification but the process is painful and challenging. You are going through
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the process now and the most challenging part of the detoxification is close to the end isn't
it?
Trust us when we say to you that you will feel a great sense of relief soon. All the crap as
you call it is being vacuumed from your world so that you will all feel lighter, purer and
cleaner. Your perspective will return and with renewed clarity you will be able start from
scratch. The health of your mother will be restored and as lighted custodians of her destiny
you will be tasked with maintaining her renewed purity and leading her into the frequency
of light as willed by the Father.
Hold steady, be the rocks that you are. We are almost there.
S333
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To my Light Workers
By Christ Michael thru Hazel
# 24 Apr 18, 2010

Channelled Message Christ Michael- 17/04 thru Hazel
To my Light Workers
Stand in the mirror of my being and attune yourselves to the chords of my energy as I lead
you through this wilderness to the path of life and light. My hand I shall never take from
you, so do not shun the help I give, for you shall need my guiding hand in the tumultuous
days to come.
My little ones I entrust to you, that you may bring enlightenment to minds not yet fully
learned in all my ways. You will tend to them with loving care and help them nurture their
inner light that they may learn to raise the brightness within the lantern of their minds and
themselves become beacons that they may serve in kind.
Walk in the haloed footsteps of the Christ that with unassuming grace you may impart the
wisdom of His truth. Croutons of light I give to you that with the poise of patience you shall
release, that my little ones shall reap its inspiration and know the oneness of all things in
me.
Step into the pool of my love and feel its tender tendrils bathe your soul. As its warmth
enfolds you, know that you are absorbed in the aura of my energy that you may be replete
with the pureness of my love, prepared again to give my little ones that which I have given
you.
Go forth in the wealth of knowing that your path is ever clear and ably lit by the glow of
your immortal soul, illumined by the serenity of my creative presence. Know that there is
no difference between us as you capture that glorious vision of unifying light, that which we
are.
My love I give to you.
Christ Michael Aton
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Preparation Time- Get ready for Scene 3
By Christ Michael & S333 thru Hazel
# 25 Apr 18, 2010

Preparation Time- Get ready for Scene 3
Christ Michael and S333 18/04/10 at 20:00 pm thru Hazel
The divine clarion has sounded in the celestial realms. The intro has already taken place
witnessed by all, understood by few. Now prepare for the best scene of the play. It is going
to be a performance of a lifetime. Do not close your eyes through this scene for this you
cannot miss. Be prepared however to hold your neighbours' hands for there will be
emotional spills. Some viewers won't be able to handle what they see. It will mortify the
senses of some and create havoc to others' emotions. Yes the theatre will be brimming
with emotional and mental activity as the play unfolds dynamically before all.
You know that there is a particular scene in every play that everyone tends to await with
baited breath. This is the most poignant scene, that which evokes tears or applauds or
consternation or all. Well that scene is almost here. The performers are on their feet and
waiting for the curtain to be drawn. Yes this scene will create a bit of a riotous response
invoking shock yet astounding awe. What is it? Well why spoil the surprise? The thrill is in
the anticipation in as much as it is in the performance. Rest assured that there is certainty
here. No more waiting, for the performers are weary of having this scene rewritten and
rehearsed. Now is the time. Watch out. But don't let your anticipation create a burn out of
your energies. We need you alert and centred so that you can walk around the theatre
halls to minister to your neighbours.
We wish you a happy viewing for this is what you have been waiting for.
Our divine seal we place on this message
Christ Michael Aton
S333
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Communication of the Word
By Nada thru Hazel
# 26 Apr 18, 2010

Communication of the Word
Nada with Hazel
Nada: I am here beloved and most delighted to have this visitation with you. Shall we
speak of Communication and how to translate and deliver the word and teachings of God
to your fellow man?
Me: Yes
Nada:
Communication of the word is a most challenging exercise due to the disparity in
understanding amongst man. Not everyone is at the requisite level of spiritual attunement
to understand the word of God. Please let us first bring clarity as to what we mean when
we say the word of God. We mean the truth of God's teachings and the reality that God is.
It is for you ones to discern your recipient's level of spiritual understanding before
launching into teaching them what you know the truth to be. Bearing in mind that it is very
challenging to break old perceptions based on misinformation acquired through years of
false teachings. You can persevere with such ones but as you say in your world you would
need to play it by air.
There is no one way to persuade another of the truth. There are times when they just have
to grow through circumstances and life's lessons before they are ready to hear the truth or
come into the truth.So the first test for you is to determine where your audience is in their
spiritual growth.
Secondly if the bases of their knowledge are religious precepts then you will have to
develop a strategy to break down false understandings which is no easy task, since many
have come to accept certain religious teachings as the gospel. The best way to proceed
here is by asking questions.
This child who channels this message is well aware of a method called the Socratic
method of questioning taught by the famous philosopher Socrates. It is most appropriate to
use when you want your audience to see the imprudence or unsoundness of their beliefs
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but not wanting to out rightly attack their beliefs, for to do so would place them on the
defensive and defeat the very purpose behind your intentions.
You may wish to start by asking them relevant questions around their beliefs so that they
may be made to rethink (for the first time) the rationale behind why they believe what they
do. If you can at the very least manage to get them thinking that what they have been fed
by others for ages may be up for scrutiny that is when you can hone in and introduce them
to other ideas and perhaps get them to come around to your understanding. At this point
you can further test the waters.
It is a skill dear ones. Knowing the word is one thing but not appreciating that you may
need a different way of communicating it to different people will not get you far. Not
everyone is ready to hear the truth as you know it. It might be of avail if you can provide
data or supporting evidence or information for in your world man needs to see to believe.
Sadly the truth is seldom substantiated by physical or material data as the Truth just IS.
Exhorting personal validation through prayer or divine petition followed by a period of
mediation can be recommended.
I would strongly suggest that in efforting to communicate the word you first be prepared to
listen to the experiences of others for that will give you a sounder idea as to what their
particular needs are at the time and what they may be open to. It will help you to discern
the level at which to pitch the teachings. Remember that you must be perceived as a
trustworthy source of information and therefore your credibility is important from your
audience's point of view. Perhaps you may wish to inject examples of your experiences
and say how you have come to know the teachings and how they have helped you.
Many of you are so passionate that you sometimes go in guns blazing without perhaps
stepping back to think whether the recipient is quite ready to hear the word. This is most
important. Know that sometimes all you have to do is sow the seeds and in due course the
seeds will be watered through the recipient's experiences and start to take root. If you are
around thereafter you can pick up where you left off in helping the person. So with some
you sow the seeds; with others you water and fertilise the seeds and yet with others you
give them the final feeding before the blossoming.
It is for you to discern how much nurturing is required. With this approach you will succeed.
Never make it personal to the extent that you feel you are hitting your head against a brick
wall or that you have failed. You are not dealing with machines but with human beings with
emotions, attachments and experiences. Not every seed will fall on fertile ground, be
aware of this. You are not here to indoctrinate but to nurture.
As your new world dawns you will be messengers and teachers of the light. You will be
tasked with helping to upgrade the light within your fellowman. There will be a lot of hand
holding, explanations and repeated explanations that they may grasp the truth.
Considerable patience and simplicity in communication will be required. You will of
necessity have to develop rapport with those you help not only through you being a living
example of the word (being the most benign and effective way of communicating truth) but
also by showing the other that you are trustworthy and caring. You must be perceived as a
light and others will be endeared to you. They will want to learn form you. You will show
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them that the word and teachings of God will help them to discover their own supremacy
so that they too can go forward as teachers and co creators and not merely followers.
Call upon me those who impart the word and I shall guide you to develop and master your
abilities to deliver and communicate with precision and tenacity the word and truth of God.
I leave you with a benediction of love.
I am Nada
18/04/10
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Amazing Grace
By Christ Michael thru Hazel
# 27 Apr 20, 2010

Message from Christ Michael-Amazing Grace thru Hazel
Dear Brothers and Sisters, last night before going to bed I asked the Father to speak to me
in my dreams and to bring forth a message. During the night I found myself repeating
about 4 stanzas all starting with Amazing Grace. I kept saying them over and over as if to
remember. Well I recalled very little this morning. I have just finished work and sat in
communion and invited the divine presence which gave the message to come through to
repeat what was said. Christ Michael came and this is the message. Amazing grace is the
grace that the Father is holding out even at these last moments to our dark brothers.

Love to All
Hazel

Amazing Grace

Amazing Grace the days of old
Gone to be soon, that new unfolds
To take its place and then from on
My kingdom reigns, my will be done

Amazing grace how well it's told
The final frontier calls you home
Come now in answer to my call
The winds of time shall shortly stall.
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Amazing grace call unto me
For I shall save you speedily
The battle's lost so take my hand
And I shall give to you pardon

Amazing grace do not despair
These wings of mine shall draw you near
Find solace in my promised goals
The lamps are lit, the way behold

Amazing Grace, Amazing Grace
The Father's love no boundaries know
The rippling tide of mercy rows
Legends of blessings to bestow.

Christ Michael

Candace: this can be sung to the old standard tune of Amazing Grace
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Delusions- Escapades of the Dark
By S333 thru Hazel
# 28 Apr 20, 2010

Delusions- Escapades of the Dark
S333 thru Hazel
For too long the dark ones have deluded themselves about their affected and contrived
supremacy. They have been allowed by humanity and the mass consciousness of man to
escape being accountable for their heinous acts. Mankind have been pretty tolerant as
they have felt in some instances powerless owing to the dark ones' superlative agendas
and ambient resources. However in tolerating the dark practices man has contributed to its
perpetuation.
Additionally, man has been seduced and charmed by the toys which the dark have created
for their "children" so as to keep them occupied without a thought of questioning how these
toys came to be created or why? Yes dear ones, you have all been duped. You have gone
along with the farce and mighty temptations. That is exactly what they are- toys of
temptation that you are unable to resist. They tear down your walls of discipline by
appealing to your innocent senses creating a false belief that happiness is a product of
physical and material manifestations.
They cloud your eyes so all that you can see are your fellow men with ‘Plenty' and you
without. You therefore jump on the bandwagon of commercialism's following, because as a
matter of necessity you must fit in and be seen to be "someone" in the eyes of the general
public.
How they have cruelly deprived you of your divine birthright. Can you see them now for
who they are? They pervade every facet and aspect of your life. No wonder you can't see
clearly; no wonder you can't know what is dark from light and balanced from unbalanced.
They have sought to purloin the very virtues you were conceived with and twist them into
dark accessories that you wear the mark of the beast instead of the light of your source.
The tables have turned full circle and I can say to you that the dark ones are slipping fast
and furious, a result of the intense photon energies bathing your earth. Their sticky little
fingers have lost its glue and they can no longer bind your world with their decrepit evil
ways. Their masks are sliding off their shifty faces and soon you will see holes of darkness
and know who and what they really are.
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Yes rejoice for the unmasking is about to occur. Freedom is a breath away. Clear your
nostrils for it will be a real treat.
S333
20/04/10
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The Mother's Last Will and Testament
By S33 and Mother Earth thru Hazel
# 29 Apr 21, 2010
Chanelled Message S333 21/04
The Mother's Last Will and Testament
Dear All
S333 paid me a visit after lunch today. I must say that he made a most royal entrance. His
energy was very special. I cried my eyes out at this message as I was briefly made to
experience the Mother's astounding love for us all.
Love to you all
Hazel
21/04/10
S333
The Mother's Last Will and Testament
Time is spent dear ones. The mother's bowels are ready to implode and your soil shall
resound with the tremors of her death as she prepares for her parting.
The intermittent period of calm and apparent silence cannot sustain much longer. She is
ready for that climatic union with the Father, her Creator, longing again to be held and
nurtured back to health in the safety of His loving healing hands. She is going to be
allowed to have her way for she has been faithful to the Creator, but more so undeniably
loyal to man. She weeps for you her children for her strength wanes and she cannot hold
out any longer. Yet she still worries about you.
Have you spared a thought for her this day? Have you expressed your thanks and love
towards her for her magnanimity? She lies prostrate at the feet of the Father asking to be
lifted up again. She moans in pain and is now terminally ill. She wants to be put out of her
misery and is asking the Father to exercise divine euthanasia. Yet she cries for you her
children not knowing what would become of you. The Father assures her that He will
sustain you and this provides the solace she needs in these her dying moments.
Yes she is soon ready to go. Her spirit is being prepared to bid the final farewell. Line up
dear ones; pay to her your last respects for at the very least she deserves this. Should you
stand in silence, you would hear her wrenching sorrow and feel the tide of her suffering
wash against your immortal soul.
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As she prepares to leave this dimension she has asked the Father to read to you her last
will and testament.
"My beloved children, how I have loved you for aeons. As you came and as you left I
sustained you, knowing that many of you would travail my soil again and that we would
meet in another time as you entered another experience for the growth of your soul. I have
found such joy in providing for you. I delighted in your company when you were joyous and
shed tears with you when unhappiness clutched at your bosoms. I held you in the crook of
my arms and gently nurtured you when you were imbalanced, helping you to reclaim your
equilibrium and spunk. I have tried to shield you from the wiles of the dark through the
constancy of my light, bestowed by the grace of our Father. Little ones of mine, I
apologise, for I no longer have the strength to hold you up. My strength has been sapped
with the effort of defending myself against the wiles of the dark. They have depleted me
through the constant assault of corruption and nefarious practices. They have sucked the
life force from my body and my very skin has shrivelled for want of the food of life.
My shield has been attacked on so many levels that I can barely protect myself, far more
you. The dark creations, for aeons have infected the cells of my body with cancerous
substance that now I am diminished to the point of no return, without the Father's loving
intervention. I ask you my beloved children to hold my hands during these last hours and
pray with me, that I may have a smooth transition from this dimension into the next, where
I will be restored, uplifted and healed. Do not let go my children for I desire that you too will
accompany me into light and life where we can enjoy breaths of liberation and come into
spiritual maturity. I bequest to you, the memories of my vibrant days when we would
sojourn with joy and laughter, free of all mal intent and discontent; the days when our
spirits soared like the eagles, supreme and free to live up to what and who we were
created to be. Yes my children remember these days for I go to prepare myself that you
may join me again that we may reclaim our birthright.
I am close to grasping the hands of peace. For too long I have been trampled upon,
rejected and abused. My love has been spurned and I have felt the tremors of your
darkened ways cascade the gentleness of my being. No more! No more! No more! I must
leave you but for a while. The Father will hoard for me those of you who will rejoin me
when I am discharged from my time of cleansing and renewal.
Do not cry my little ones for we will not be parted long. I have loved you from the moment
the Father placed you in my arms and I will love you eternally. I too cry at this parting, but it
is necessary. Please understand that I am not deserting you but just leaving for a while
that I may return with strength to strengthen you and sustain you in the world to come,
where we shall work together in love and harmony to restore balance as the Father wills.
Good bye my little ones, for the angels call me home for a while. I too need their loving
care"
These are the words of your Mother dear ones. This child who takes this message cries as
she does so for she could feel the love of Gaia flowing over her and understands the depth
of the mothers' compassion and tireless love.
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I ask that you will meditate on the mother's words. Empathise with her feelings and take a
look into yourselves and see that which you must change so that in the new world, the
mother reborn will never have to suffer and die as she must now.
To you dark ones who have infested this jewel planet with your torrid and licentious
practices, I say to you that celestials winds are about to stampede on your parade. The
battle cry has sounded. Legions of angels are on their way to take hold of Mother Gaia.
Without her you cannot sustain. Find your light at these last moments we ask, for you are
soon to lose your very base. You have already been dethroned from your darkened
heights. No more shall the mother ingest your poison. You will be made to swallow the
bitter pill of your own evil and choke on your very bile. This is your point of no return, we
suggest that you surrender.
I am S333 who comes through this mortal being to bring this most urgent message and
decree.
S333
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Follow up- A bit more information
By S333 thru Hazel
# 30 Apr 22, 2010

thru Hazel on 22/04/10

S333
Follow up- A bit more information
Indeed, events are surmounting behind the scenes, soon to trickle down in physical
manifestation. The clouds are darkened and hovering over. Don't let the force of your sun
fool you into thinking that sunny days are ahead. In fact it is quite the opposite. The greyish
clouds have now turned into the hue of dark ashes very much like the spew and froth from
the recent volcanic activity.
Yes dear ones, these continuing volcanic activities are symbolic of what is ahead. It has
introduced the nature of clouds that you can expect to pervade your skies in the coming
weeks. The volcanic eruptions are far from over. There are in fact a few prominently known
ones which are experiencing turbulence at their core. Your scientists are noticing this but
are keeping the information under wraps.
The Icelandic Volcano has not yet completed her tantrums and shall explode again. It
might very well be that others in Iceland may also erupt thereby causing a bit more
disruption to your skies and economies. You see dear ones man will not fully open their
eyes to the reality before them. The majority seek to explain away these geophysical
disturbances and occurrences as coincidences or chance happenings. They cannot
comprehend the greater meaning. The truth be said, they don't want to. They wish to
continue to live in fluffy white clouds of illusion that all is well and will get even better.
Loss of life from recent catastrophes was insufficient to awaken them in greater numbers
from the numbness of ignorance. However, loss of money and financial deficits will get
them to pay attention.
We look on with interest at the shenanigans of the dark. Wish that you can see them dear
ones. Yet if we are to give you a panoramic picture of them now, you will join with us in
laughing until some of you cry. Why? They are slipping and sliding all over the place and
the funny thing is that they are seeking to hold on to each other and in the process
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successfully pulling the other down in what will be an almighty crash. They have lost their
balance and are pirouetting in all directions. Yes this child who takes this message is
having a good laugh as I am showing her the image of an ice skating rink and the dark
trying to hold on and stay up. Yes, they are surely skating on thin ice now. I wonder what
lies beneath that slice of ice?
You rely solely for information from your media which by the way knowingly hides crucial
facts from the intelligence of man or twists them in such a way that they are unable to use
their sense of reason. We know how much you wish to have announcements and we
cannot with surety at this moment say that they will take place in the manner you
anticipate. The reason for this is because a lot is depending on the mother. The truth is
that she has now become priority and many plans will now gravitate around her needs. I
ask however that you scrutinize reports from various media and you will see evidence of
announcements to a degree. Perhaps not yet sufficient, that the bell will toll loudly in the
minds of man. It is gently building up though. We will keep you updated. I will say to you
dear ones that there is an element of surprise that will be thrown in but you'll have to wait
to see what it is. Not too long now. Things are progressing as they are meant to so please
hold on tightly.
As I said to you in yesterday's message the mother remains indulgent and compassionate
with man amidst her sorrow and pain. We are trying to honour her wishes for now.
However she too can't be contained much longer. Changes are here and changes are
coming. Be prepared for a mighty explosion. Where? We cannot tell. When? Soon to be.
The velvet days of pomp and circumstance, vain glory and false chivalry on the part of the
dark ones are coming to a resounding halt. Indecisions on their part will be their downfall.
Time is almost up. Make no mistake we will not laugh at their poor choices but we will
weep that they have refused to take our helping hands that they may be saved from
drowning in the quagmire of their making. Cest La Vie.
S333
Addendum
The waters are rising, what a predicament many will find themselves in.
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Self Control
By Hazel's God Self
# 31 Apr 22, 2010

Message thru God self 22/04/10 Hazel
Self Control
I wish to speak of Self control. The word control is not itself an elegant reflection of the
entirety of that which I wish this discourse to address. My preference is "Self freedom"
which enables man to exercise divine jurisdiction, played out through the manner in which
he directs the course of his life. I will interchangeably use the words control, power and
discipline to convey the idea behind the lesson.
Self control gives the impression that one can manifest power over one's self. Indeed it
might appear to be a most endearing thought to you who live in a "power controlled"
environment. However, achieving power within rather than power over is a more prudent
objective. It is subtle yet sublime, humble yet supreme rather than self dominating and self
limiting.
Self freedom can only be achieved through the knowing of self. The self I speak off is your
soul, that which is your essence, created by God. When you begin to know self you will
begin to understand the infinity of you and the unlimited potential you hold. You will then be
able to bridge that lonely gap between your higher self and lower self that both may merge
in unity. You can then partake continuously of the disciplines of higher consciousness that
holds higher knowledge, which guarantees freedom of self (Self freedom) so that you can
create your destiny thereby giving you control of and over your life.
When you can free your God self (being your self) from the confines of physicality, you will
free your inner senses. Your inner sensory perceptions are a function of your God mind
and these will feed you with an understanding which will transcend the human octave of
your form and prepare you to create the reality you wish for your life.
It is the knowing of self which allows the seed to sprout the flower bud.
Recognition of this knowing gives birth to self empowerment which causes the flower bud
to gently open. When the birthing flower is watered with self discipline its vibrant petals
awaken to the world, that its beauty may be admired and its fragrance mesmerise.
Do you see that all creation starts from the point of knowing?
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How many of you think or say I wish I could do this or that? When you express this wish
you are conceding defeat. You are basically saying I could never achieve, accomplish or
convert that wish or dream into reality. Why? The reason being, that you see yourself as
the physical form with all its attendant limitations. You have not delved beneath the rubble
of that form to discover the hidden treasure of you.
How trite and uneventful is your saying that "the spirit is willing but the flesh is weak". For
the sake of truth I implore that you ones abandon this false indoctrination. When the spirit
is willing the flesh has NO say. The flesh is weak because it responds to outer sensory
needs and temptations. The spirit is always strong because it houses the immortal all
consuming flame of YOU which responds to inner sensory perceptions and higher
knowing.
Self control does not require motivation from the brain or body but fuel from the mind of
your soul. The soul is the source you must access to feed your desire. Desire of the mind
will birth the discipline you need to convert the idea (your goal) into the manifested
outcome. Your discipline lies in the centring stillness of you. It is a divine legacy from the
Creator, who birthed all things from a point of stillness. You cannot create without
discipline. It is the invisible thread of light which vibrates together with positive action to
produce the result.
If you choose to live within the vessel of your physical form you will live with the challenge
of unrequited desires as you will give expression to your desires in the form of a wish and
you will receive nothing in return as your desire/wish will never bear fruit.
Your mortal form is just an instrument to express your true being. If you choose to access
your centring point and draw from its infinite assets, you will birth the desire and the
discipline needed to convert the desired goal into a reality. You will become a master of
your will and a master of your way. You will then assume the position of divine co-creator
instead of mortal imitator.
I AM THAT I AM
Hazel
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Events and The Final Appeal to Our workers of light
By Christ Michael and S333
# 32 Apr 23, 2010

Christ Michael and S333 appeared tonight and gave the message below.

Love to All
Hazel

Message received 23 April 2010
19:36

Events and The Final Appeal to Our workers of light

We have provided a series of messages over the last few days to keep you informed about
the state of events and to keep the momentum of the communication between us alive. We
can say with assurance that the days ahead are going to be full of surprises. We keep
these messages to a degree non specific for we do not intend to alert the dark ones of our
agenda. There is a heightened state of events unfolding as we give this message and
manifestation on your plane should take place very soon. Do not be distracted by what
appears to be a lull for there is no lull. The earth is moving constantly now and this you
witness from the daily reports of earthquakes and continued volcanic disruptions.

Yes dear ones almost everyday there is a quake strong enough for the media to report. Be
also aware that there are those which they don't report. For you see if man is to be brought
into the knowledge of the frequency of earthquake activity, he will start to question and
ponder the reason for this. He will begin to open his eyes and ears and be more vigilant to
what is going on in his surroundings. He will question the truth of things which for too long
he has accepted as status quo. Certainly, the dark ones will keep man in the shade of
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ignorance for as long as they can get away with doing this. Their time is up in any
event.They are in their final moments. I am sorely tired of their sordid affairs and mindless
games as you are.

No major damage or casualties have occurred since the earthquake which struck China.
This is mainly due to the mother's compassion and her efforts to relieve her pain in those
areas that she knows will cause you on earth least distress. She does cry too dear ones.
Every time she turns to ease her pain she knows that her momentary relief may cause you
ones who she considers her children, pain, suffering and even loss of mortal life.

We say again to you that the movements are going to increase with rapidity. We remind
you of the messages we gave weeks ago where we spoke of catapulting events. Well
these events are ready to realise themselves on the planet. It is imperative that you ones
who serve, prepare yourselves now, emotionally, spiritually and some of you in areas
which will suffer distress, physically.

We ask that you please relinquish any attachments you may have formed in particular to
physical possessions. They are worthless dear ones. There is no guarantee that they will
be saved or that you will be able to return to your places of abode. We ask that you go with
the flow. We remind you during these times to focus on the bigger picture, the context that
you have been given a long time now. This will assist you in handling the inevitable trauma
and catastrophic events that will unfold before your very eyes. The new beginning is here
my children.

You may be thinking, well, they've said this before. Yes we have but the time is now. We
were preparing you then and are preparing you now for the grand finale because this is
where we are. The mother is breathing her final breaths and will shed her final tears in the
coming days. She will be allowed to have her rest.

As your Father who has taught you, who holds you in the palm of His hand and who loves
you beyond your wildest imaginings, I ask that each of you stand in the Mighty I Am
Presence and remember with the force of your soul who you are and why you are here. I
want you to feel the depth and breath of my eternal strength permeate your entire being. I
want you to absorb me and live these moments in the strength of the Mighty I Am. Do not
just say it but feel it, be it, because my dear ones you are going to need it.
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You have to carry that torch for me. You are the ones who must rally at the sides of your
brothers and bring upliftment. I will give you the words. You cannot cry when they cry but
must harness that strength and might and be leaders and shepherds unto my fold.

Do I ask much from you dear ones? Perhaps, but I ask that you remember that you desired
this. That is why I urge that you see all things as eternal and immortal. See death of the
mortal flesh for what it is and be at peace with who you are, that which I created, the soul
which sings the song of eternal bliss. Come into your power and move in it. I want you to
feel me within as you have never done before, that as you walk the path ahead in service
you will be me. Yes my children, I am asking that you to step outside your human form and
unify with the power you hold within. Believe that you can do this and you shall. Pour your
effort into this and you shall accomplish. I believe in you.

Do not be afraid little ones at the power behind this message. I do not give it to you to
inspire fear but to help you prepare yourselves for what is about to unfold. Walk placidly in
the days to come, knowing that you Know, feeling what you Know, being what you Know.
Be kind to yourself by recognising and living within your power. Do not cheat yourselves of
the benefits of that which I bestowed to you upon creation. Harness the tinsels of virtues
which decorate your immortal being. You must have the strength of the lion yet the
gentleness of the dove, the awareness of the eagle and the will of steel. They will be your
saving grace and that of others in the days ahead.

Little ones of mine, soon we shall meet again, we shall walk side by side and you will be
reminded of things long past. We cannot say anymore wait but for a while, for there is
scarcely any while left.

My seal I place on these my words.

Your ever present and loving Father

Christ Michael Aton

S333
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The Cat amongst the Pigeons
By S333 thru Hazel
# 33 Apr 24, 2010

S333 The Cat amongst the Pigeons
24/04/10 thru Hazel
Well, Well, Well what do we have here? Who has let the cat in? We have dear ones, your
brothers in the higher realms. Now no disrespect intended towards pigeons. We speak
metaphorically of course. The cat surreptitiously makes its way through the pigeon rank
and is currently causing some real dilemmas and upsets. Who could that cat be? One of
us or one of them who has seen the light?
Well we are not telling but the truth will be known soon enough. The cat is upsetting the
status quo and applecart and the dark ones are none too pleased. They are flailing about
restlessly, not knowing who to trust within camp. They have never faced this kind of
defection before. They are not however ignorant of the truth behind it all. They know we
are working tirelessly to win over those who they have clamped down in darkness for ages
through threats as well as promises of false security. You see dear ones the eyes of many
in their camp are now opening and that poses a real threat to them. We have accepted that
there are many who will not accept the Father's most generous and loving offer. So be it,
for they shall go where they shall go. Please understand though that whilst time as you
know it allows, we hold out the hope that at the very last moment some will find their
bravery and reach up for a helping hand.
Now more about this cat amongst the pigeons. Well in fact there are many cats serenely
sauntering into various camps and mesmerising some of the dark ones. There are those
who are vacillating now in their choices. It's causing a supreme disturbance. Not only do
the dark ones have to contend with would be traitors within camp but they are also facing
immense pressure from us on high. Their facades are literally cracking and they are being
unmasked to show their true likeness.
Many of you are noticing that the faces of some in the echelons of politics and religion are
in fact remarkably different from what they use to look like. Yes, this is a sign of the victory
of the light. Let all those who have eyes see. This will become more obvious in the days to
come as you witness real mayhem taking place internally within governments and
organisations controlled by the illuminati. The crisis mounts in your economies and I can
say that the bandage haphazardly placed on the financial wound is peeling away. So
infected has that wound become that amputation is the only remedy. The dark however still
tries to hold it together but soon the whistle will be blown. They are tying to recoup their
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losses by milking the innocent even more in the form of taxes, higher interest rates and the
printing of valueless paper money.
Lies, Lies and more Lies. That is their perennial signature for all who know them for who
they truly are. The lies are however dear ones being slowly uncovered and those with any
sense of reason and intelligence are cottoning on to the truth. This is making the dark ones
feel very uncomfortable. They can't abide not being in control or not having their wicked
way. They are very much like children who throw tantrums when they can't have what they
desire. So when we rap their knuckles for being naughty or stop them in their stride before
committing a heinous act such as simulating a natural disaster they become angry and plot
their next attack.
Surely you would think that they would grow up by now and realise that they are no match
for us in the lighted spheres. What can I say; some children never learn or are very slow to
learn. Those who don't wish to be guided on the right path must be left to their own
devices. They sometimes need to be burned before they can learn. That is exactly what
will happen. They will feel the sting of their own intransigence when they find themselves
on lower planes where they will have to spend some time thinking about their actions.
Have you heard of purgatory dear ones? Yes, that will be their new place of abode.
Come along beloveds of the light, don't be tardy; there is a new civilisation to build. We
cannot wait for the slow in mind any more. We'll have them committed to the nursery
where they can do some growing up and maybe one day they'll be in a position to join the
flock again.
So be it.
S333
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Poised, Balanced and Ready to Go.
By Christ Michael and S333 thru Hazel
# 34 Apr 26, 2010

Dear All
Christ Michael and S333 appeared tonight- quite a formidable pair. This was the message.
I reviewed it with them at least 3 times to ensure that it reflected what they wanted said.
They were very patient with me because they appreciated I had a tiring and long day at
work.
Blessings to All
Hazel

26/04/10
18:30
Poised, Balanced and Ready to Go.
The journey has been long we know and you light workers in our team have sat faithfully
through as the decision making process worked out itself for the greatest good of all. We
honour you children for having the courage and belief in this cause for we know how
difficult it has been at times for you to stay the course.
We know that for you, moments seem sometimes like an eternity and you do not think we
understand. But we do dear ones; we do understand the difficulties and challenges you
face with the time created concept in your material world. Time has been one of your
greatest enemies and you have at times fiercely battled against it only to realise that
surrendering is the surest way forward. Time has taught you many lessons dear ones so I
urge you to honour it. For you see, it is the lesson which must always be the focus. The
challenges merely facilitate the learning. Soon you will look back on days gone by and will
realise how well time has served you. It has taught you to find your strength, to persevere
and kept you on the path of true faith.
You have all done very well. My thanks to you my beloved children.
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We honour where each of you have reached in your spiritual journey but please know that
it continues after the transitory period when you will help to build the new civilisation. This
you must be cognisant of. So think of the aspects of YOU that you wish to work on, for now
is the time to start and continue your evolution to the path of divine perfection. For you see
dear ones, when you wear the Christic circle as many of you shall, you will stand for the
Christ and all that I am. Therefore, your actions must be aligned and accord with divine will
and precepts.
Life post stasis is not going to be as it is now. The comforts that you now enjoy will not
exist and you will find that for a while you will have to improvise and make do. During these
times you can ill afford to have patience as a scarce commodity. You will be required to
stretch yourselves spiritually so that you can selflessly help others who do not have the
level of understanding that you do.
These messages are brought to inspire you and to encourage you to effort to live up to
your supreme being. This will go a long way in helping you facilitate divine plans on earth
post stasis and to graciously deal with the challenges which may confront all during the
period of rebuild.
As you have been told this day through another, the time is indeed now and events are
about to occur that will create consternation in the hearts and minds of men. Dear ones,
every prayer is recorded in the great book of life. None goes unheard or unanswered.
However, we must say to you all, that the divine will and plan cannot and will not be
foisted. The truth dear ones is that it was the mother's compassion for you all that has
influenced to this date the low level of catastrophic earth activities. Please do not from this
statement conceive the notion that your prayers do not hold value for indeed the mother as
well as we have heard every utterance and have offered every indulgence possible. We
can say to you most assuredly that the mother is safe and we are going to ensure that the
plans are executed from hereon with utmost precision and alacrity. Yes beloveds the time
that you have all waited for so patiently and faithfully is now here. I say "NOW HERE"•.
No reversing, no staying, just manifesting.
Ensure that you are comfortably seated. Fasten your seatbelts. Hold on to the steering
wheels with conviction and knowing. Place the gears on forward drive and prepare
yourselves for the ride of your life. The events about to occur will disconcert others but not
you. No tears, No fears, No sighs. You are in control and ready to wind your way towards
the finishing line. The coming events will not overtake you for you are in control. Do you
hear me dear ones of mine. You are in control.
I will see you at the finishing line and eagerly anticipate and await our reunion. Although
we know that this is unnecessary, we take this opportunity to salute our commander in
chief on your earth plane, the loyal and tenacious Candace who has against all odds
stayed the course and fought the battle to bring this project; the correcting time events and
earth's transition to fruition. The love of the Father cushions you dear one and you have
added further gems to your spiritual crown.

Away, Away
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How the time has passed
The fields of sorrow have been ploughed
And the light of day creeps in baby buds
To litter the silence with joyous plumes
Where laughter will peal in bells of delight
And spirits will soar with the freedom of flight
Hold to the wind which caresses your skin
And know that my will has taken hold
Ever to spiral upwards and on
The planet will dance to this heavenly song.

This is your Father, my children and I say with the radiance of my being that in you I
am well pleased.
Christ Michael Aton in the presence of the one called S333.
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The Jury's out. The verdict's in.
By S333 thru Hazel
# 35 Apr 28, 2010

Thru Hazel
28/04/10
The Jury's out. The verdict's in.
The storms have flattened their hopes dear ones. I speak of the dark elements amongst
you who have thrived on your innocence and naivety for so long. The trial is over for them
and they have been found guilty of crimes against humanity and are due for sentencing
soon. They really did not stand a chance and their defence was moot, as you ones say.
This was not trial by jury though dear ones. They were neither tried by their peers nor
those they have wronged. God forbid, divine justice would not have been done. They were
tried by none other than the Father. Those ensouled faced the Father. Those of robotic
origin managed to access the escape clause but sadly their fate was already sealed, for
upwards and onwards was never an option or alternative.
Now for the ones who have been condemned, please note that most will be spared the
penalty of being un created for it is just not the Father's preference. However, the majority
will be sentenced to the lower realms where they will have to work out their karmic debts
before they can graduate to higher dimension. It will be no easy task for them as some of
their crimes have been so atrocious. It may take them a very long time before they can be
spiritually re balanced.
You have seen this very day reports of the world's economies further collapse. Did I not
say before that the bandage is slipping? It well and truly is now, and in the open for all to
see. If they try to apply salve to that sore and replace the old bandage with a new one, that
too will slip, and even faster, as the sore is now well and truly beyond healing. The dark
ones have too much pride to admit it; but I can say to you that they are sweating profusely
due to the sauna they have created for themselves. They have lost their fervour. You will
be witnessing through various media reports, disintegration in the political, religious and
economic arenas. They will face much embarrassment. All that we have said to you is now
unfolding before your very eyes. Can you see it?
Unfortunately the mass consciousness is still very much asleep. This state of being will
soon change though for mans' eyes and ears will open when they can feel, and boy will
they feel.
Brace your selves for waves are about to increase in height and intensity and many might
find themselves going under if they are not alert enough to understand what is happening.
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We have employed every effort to bring state of events to the attention of man but most
have ignored us. Man continuously strives to undo that which we have done and my
thought goes to your well known Stephen Hawking whose good has been overshadowed
by his most recent faux pas, influenced by forces of darkness who wish to keep man in
ignorance of the presence of life and light beyond earth. Do you think they will succeed?
Not a chance. It just means that we may have to slightly tweak current plans; but I say that
you may all be in for a big surprise. We are holding this card close to our divine chests so
to speak.
Your preparation time is over. I trust that all you workers of light and followers of the source
are well equipped with courage, tenacity, strong emotional and spiritual resolve and
dedication to the divine cause that surpasses normal understanding or expectation. For we
are coming to join forces with you. Live not in this moment but cast your mind ahead and
know that what you must be then you must be now. Yes dear children, the light is now
shining brightly for the judge has signed your release after aeons of you being in bondage
by the cretins of darkness. One or two more technical boxes to tick and then you will be
free to go where you choose.
I am S333. I want you to note that this child who takes this message does not believe me
when I say we are coming to join forces with you. These are my words not hers. Believe
what you will for soon you shall see with your own eyes.
S333
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Divine Perfection
By Germain thru Hazel
# 36 Apr 28, 2010

Divine Perfection
28/04/10
Germain
I am most present my beloved and most delighted to be here with you to render this
message of teaching which is of great import. We are old friends dear one, so relax in my
company. Let us start. I will preface this teaching by saying that I could state and write
volumes on Divine perfection. However, I choose to confine the teaching to the explanation
of simple precepts so that all who partake of the learning can comprehend with ease.
Divine Perfection.
Divine perfection is spiritualised in the energy of God
It is a state of being which can only be achieved when the will of God is understood and
adhered to through obedience to His Laws. You cannot achieve that state of being by
creating your own laws by which to live your life which is far removed from the orientation
of the divine will.
The down fall of your civilisation has in part been effected by mans' inability to comprehend
the finer teachings legated by the one you call Jesus, the Christ. Man lacked in those days
the required discernment to understand the true teachings of the Christ. That lack of
understanding made it possible for His teachings to be corrupted and falsified by those
who sought to control the views of man for the benefit of themselves.
The will of God as manifested in the Laws of God and Creation is quite simple. It has been
given to you on earth time and time again. However, individuality in your world overrides
the mass consciousness and so man seeks to satisfy his personal will to the exclusion of
others. There is no true appreciation of brotherhood and oneness. If only man could truly
understand the law of One and the treasures which flow from this law, his thinking and way
of life will greatly change. This will in turn create a civilisation founded on a primary divine
dictate from which the journey to divine perfection for the whole can commence.
In your world as it currently stands many negate the possibility of achieving spiritual
perfection. The explanation is simply that the world you inhabit is so imperfect that
perfection of any nature is impossible. Your world may be imperfect but does that mean
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that you cannot effort to perfection, achieved or not. It is always easy to explain the
"impossibilities" away isn't it?
Each of you is responsible for your spiritual growth in spite of your surrounding
circumstances. In fact it is for you to use your worldly challenges as a conduit for spiritual
development. It is for you to break away from the mould of limitations you have carved out
for yourself and extend into what may be uncomfortable territory. What you ones
sometimes look for is an excuse to escape the effort that is required to achieve spiritual
perfection. Is not the ultimate goal to achieve Christ consciousness so that you will not
have to take the journey in mortal form again, unless required to do so?
Life on your planet is most challenging; but you have all made the choice to come here to
work out your lessons and cultivate your growth so that you may achieve that level of
spirituality which will propel you to higher dimensions of existence and learning where your
journey to divine perfection will continue.
It all comes down to your desire to achieve a state of perfection. Is it easy? By all means
no. Can it be done? By all means yes. When you harbour the desire, your will shall guide
you to apply the discipline and devotion. Rest assured your journey will never be a lonely
one as many hands will be guiding you on your path to that pinnacle. You cannot wait for
death of the mortal flesh in order to attain perfection of spirit for you may find yourself right
back here in another incarnation to continue your growth. It is your choice as always to
take as many deviations from the path as you desire but this will just impede the speed at
which you will achieve the goal.
When you truly know and love God you will begin to know and love yourself as God. This
will encourage you to align your actions with the will of God which will help to create a state
of perfect balance within so that your outer responses will match your inner thoughts and
feelings. I can assure you that when you taste of the mighty presence within, you will never
wish to turn back. It is at this point of recognition that you will know you hold the reigns to
direct the course of your journey home.
You came from the Source, so you were created in the realm of perfection. Have you
forgotten this? When you can remember this simple fact you will be driven to return to all
that you know, which is the state of perfection. You will not allow any stumbling blocks or
impediments to out-manoeuvre you. As you come into the knowing of your God power, you
shall grow in wisdom and presence and your ascent will become easier. You must go
through and break through the growing pains before you can taste sweet freedom. In fact it
is through the growing pains that your God self can become liberated and your first taste of
true empowerment and perfection can be enjoyed.
Once you can successfully overcome the dilemmas of growth, the power of your spirit shall
direct you home. I bid you to understand, that moment to moment union with the Father,
through manifested thinking, will create a powerful fusion of energy that will transport you
to frequencies of higher knowing until the state of divine perfection is achieved.
You are soon to graduate above and beyond your current dimension where man will have
no choice but to advance spirituality in accordance with divine will that your planet may
achieve 5th dimension status. If man is to survive, his efforts will have to accord in the
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measure of his desire to ascend. It will not be done for him and it will not be gifted to him.
This is his journey and his choice alone.
Remember who you are beloveds, remember who you are. Claim your sovereignty and
divine perfection can be yours.
Germain here this day, come in the light of the Father's love to spend time with you that
you may be cured of your spiritual amnesia, recall your sovereign status and reclaim your
divine perfection.
Candace: Great civilizations are built ONE BY ONE until there are many. There IS no
other way. For that reason alone, one should always desire to pursue spiritual growth. We
are lazy besides being under educated on this planet, which is WHY the teachings of
"Jesus" were corrupted by our thugs and those who misunderstand, to give people a false
sense of security and an easy way out. There is not easy way out. There is not just
"believe ON Jesus" and go to church, get baptized and say one is a born again Christian
and then go right on making mistakes without effort to learn from them.

Similarly there is NO magic ascension of the planet to 5th dimension. It is built, ONE BY
ONE until there are many in knowing and demonstrating God Consciousness. Gaia's
MIND must be upgraded by the minds of Earth to that status. For she is the Planetary
Supreme, meaning her life upon her, forms her mind. Just as your soul contains all that
you have cleaned from your many experience, so does Her mind contain all that man has
ever thought upon this world, and man must improve that himself as he comes into
alignment with the Father's Will.
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Cease and Desist and The Final Countdown
By S333 thru Hazel
# 37 Apr 29, 2010

29/04/10
thru Hazel
S333
Cease and Desist and The final countdown!
You will not get away with it do you hear. Your foul plans will be scuppered. Your
fashionista days of parading in your suits of false fabric are over. We know who you are.
We are watching you and we will spare nothing in curtailing your devious agenda.
We know of your intention to initiate explosions in the vicinity of a well know volcano so
that it can trigger an eruption and cause grave injury and damage to those near by. You
will not get away with this for we shall put a stop to it. Do not bait us further for you will not
like to see how we play this hand. Reverse your decision at once or you might find
yourselves buried in the hell hole that you have dug for yourselves. We shall no longer
tolerate your childish games. Your puny ammunition is not going to win this war for this
battle cannot be won with arsenal. It is a battle between the forces of light and the forces of
darkness. We can assure you that the light is taking this victory home. The sooner you
accept that the better will your chances be at surviving.
Your days are literally numbered. Get off your high horses for they will no longer take you
far. You cannot run or hide from us you dark spawns. We are on our way and we are
counting. You have until then to jump down and surrender. If you fail to do so your fate
would have been sealed. The bell has rung for the very last time and the door is about to
shut. 5,4,3........
S333
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We bid you Adieu
By Christ Michael with S333 thru Hazel
# 38 Apr 30, 2010

We bid you AdieuChrist Michael and S333
30/04/10
19:30
We bid you Adieu- Message to the Dark ones.
Can you begin to imagine the place that lies below you, your new abode? No more luxuries
or comforts and in some cases what you consider necessities. The high life you have lived
at the expense of others will soon be replaced with a more apt fate. You will experience a
low life which is more suitable to your inherent nature.
Your days of trifling with those of the light are over. Your fate has now been sealed, at your
hands. You have lived with the thought that we your higher brethren of the light have toyed
with you and bluffed. You refuse to believe that we would follow through with our promises.
Well you are about to discover how wrong you have been in your false assumptions and
erroneous beliefs. You wish and will us away, but sadly you hold no power to do so.
Do you think that we have been playing hide and seek? We can assure you that we are
right amongst you. Can you see us? Well of course not for it takes the light to see the light
and you have not yet found your light. You are the ones who play hide and seek with
yourselves. Your light is so well hidden that you can no longer remember the path back to
it. Instead you have created artificial dazzlers and manufactured a path which you think
leads to true wealth when in fact you are bathed in the darkness of the void you inhabit.
You think that your crowning glory is your worldly treasures and status which you grasp on
to. In fact your crown is a laurel weaved with decadence, darkness, depravaity, delusions
and dogmatic codes.
I offered to rescue you from the depths of the hell you created but you refused to take my
hand. Now the time has come when the hand has been withdrawn. Instead, now I reach
down to save my children of the light who are deserving of my full attention.
You have done yourselves no favours but have instead condemned yourselves to another
lifetime in a similar or lower dimension where you will be stripped of the tools you have
used to destroy mother earth and my innocent children.
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I wish to paint for you a picture so that you can visualise with clarity what your new home is
going to be like. This is what you have to look forward to:
An expansive desert-like arena paved in arid and parched sand with scarcely any natural
vegetation, littered by thorny, angry cactus-like plants. Your work will be well cut out for
you as you will have to search for that oasis to feed your thirst. You see the oases are well
hidden. The tracks are by no means clear and you will have no signs to guide you. The
journey promises to be long and arduous. You will learn what it is like to be at the mercy of
nature just as nature is currently at your mercy (which by the way is non existent or
feigned).
Yes beloveds you too are my children and I have offered you the hand of mercy and
forgiveness but you have shunned my love. Now you must start afresh that you may earn
your way back into my grace.
Now back to the description of your new home. No more than a hovel really. You will have
the bare minimum just to keep you alive that you may continue your experience. There is
the possibility that in your sojourn you may be offered from time to time a helping hand.
You will however first need to have the sense to discern when it is given to you. Something
you are not currently good at.
There will be many who will try to do to you that which you have wrought on my children
now on earth. You will have a taste of your own medicine and see how you like it. Your
new experiences will teach you lessons of compassion and humility but most of all you will
be taught what love truly is. All of these are currently absent from your ways of thinking
and behaviour. My only hope is that you will learn the lessons.
You see beloved children who have chosen the path of darkness; I am coming back for my
baby, Mother Earth or Gaia as we in the celestial realm call her. I am coming to claim that
which is mine and sadly you have chosen to exclude yourselves from my flock. I can no
longer offer you sanctuary on my planet. There is no place here anymore for ones of your
calibre.
Mother Earth is being re birthed and only the spiritually attuned shall be allowed to remain.
Your days are over. No more shall you bleed my child through your corrupt and unhealthy
practices. I have given her, her freedom. She will no longer have to contend or battle with
the forces of darkness. You are going to literally be rolled off her and you won't even know
what has happened.
Take one last look at your fancy cars and worthless paper money. Say good bye to your
yachts, penthouses and what you consider modern technology; for you are about to be
stripped and unclothed. You shall be transported naked to your next abode and will have to
fend without the familiar. Yes indeed, you have made your choice and I respect your right
to do so for did I not give to you the gift of free will? Make no mistake however; I do not
honour the choice you have made. So be it. We have gone around in circles and it is now
time to move on. We have accepted your choice.
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So we bid you so long, farewell and good luck in your new home. We can say to you
though that we won't be attending any house warming party you may be thinking of
throwing in your new home. You see we will be celebrating for a long time to come in the
light of the new civilisation, free from the bondage of your unwelcome and diseased
control.
As you ones like to say Ta Ta.
I send you off and on your way with my blessings and love
Your Father, Christ Michael Aton in the presence of S333
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Freedom
By Christ Michael thru Hazel
# 39 May 2, 2010

CM thru Hazel
Freedom

Rise up my children
Claim the trophy prize
For you have toiled and tilled the soil
In every earthly life
As puppet slaves to masters wielding whips
To scar discerning minds
That you may bow to vaunted pride
Of those whose poison seep
To numb you to the fate
They have prepared
In the cauldron of black magic.

The valiant winds arrive with gust
To shake your shackled minds
That you may wander free to greet
The horizon of new life
The scarlet skies,
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A sunset on the ridden world of gloom
That as the enemy of self transmutes
The golden dawn may rise to welcome
A pearlescent new morn.
The fluency of freedom echoes
As the olden rafts of governance
Meet a turbulent demise.

Each breath you take, a primer
To freedom newly furbished
Exalted by the hand which deftly lifted you away
To fields afresh,
Garnished with pulps of starry light
Germane to the cause divine
That you may grow through light that binds yourself to truth
No more to seethe in suffering
Through manacles of avaricious temperament
Coiled by puppeteers whose weakling strings unweave
No remnant left, their hold released.
The ventriloquists of this charade
Forfeit the fustian cloth of freedom
But you, the minions are released
To capture liberation's gold
And rise in the glory of the Phoenix
To claim your right divine
Birthed by He who gave His hand
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That you may be free.

Christ Michael
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In the Light, By the Light and For the Light- Your new
motto
By S333 thru Hazel
# 40 May 4, 2010

In the Light, By the Light and For the Light- Your new motto
S333 thru Hazel
This message is addressed to the lighted children of God
The ice is thawing, not as quickly as we hoped but thawing nevertheless. What do I mean
by this? Simply, that the hearts and souls of men are being gently awoken during this time
of great change. Many are starting to ask questions that they have never before
considered. They are searching for answers to what you call imponderables. They are
facing finally that which they chose to be ignorant about for a long time. Now I am not
saying that masses and masses are awakening but there are many who are actually
opening their eyes due to the increase energies bombarding your planet. This is going to
have a cumulative effect on the mass consciousness of man.
What does this mean for those of you who serve the light? It means that as your brothers
awaken, it is for you to recognise this and in degree assist them in their understanding.
Help them to see all the various events which your world is being confronted by at the
moment. Bring them to a point if possible, for them to discern a common thread, being
disintegration in every facet of life as you know it. Encourage them to objectively draw a
conclusion. You do not wish their recognition to inspire fear within, so you must deftly get
them to see that the changes amidst will be for the better.
Do not try to necessarily tell them all you know but nourish the seed that has sprouted by
feeding them with information that they have the capacity to digest. This a crucial time as
you all know and we are making breakthroughs in every way. Whilst you ones have been
told to prepare yourselves to assist those who will necessarily suffer as a result of the
natural disasters or those who may panic as a result of what is about to transpire, you can
also be of great assistance to those who are opening their eyes.
Use judgment and discretion with these ones for with careful tutelage their sight can
become clearer. Every day left gives you an opportunity to serve. It is for you to be vigilant
of the opportunities for service. These, your brethren who are awakening will thank you
later on.
I also wish to suggest that you spend the time left in thoughtful reflection of your life on
earth so far. Think of your experiences and the lessons that you have learnt. Think of who
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you are now and where you would like to be in your spiritual self. Decide your plan of
action of how you intend to get there. Beloveds just as how you will be required to work to
rebuild a civilisation from scratch as you say, you are required to put effort into your
spiritual development which will auger well for your ascension.
Every good deed you do is noted and has the effect of raising your vibration. Every person
you help through action, feeling or prayer serves to enhance your growth. You will be the
leaders in the new world dawning and you must prepare yourselves to truly take on the
mantle of Christ and all it stands for. Yes beloved, impeccability in service is a sure
requirement even amidst the challenges that will face all. The epitome of calmness,
equanimity and unnerving strength you must reflect. Joy will be your inner blanket and
peace your outer cloak. You will be the pillars in the new world and will help to build a
civilization founded on solid divine principles so that like a magnet your planet will be
drawn into the resilient light of celestial life, only to ascend ever upwards.
When your service is complete you will stand with the Father and know that you served
one of the greatest cause and orchestration of divine proportions undertaken by a
universe. I want you to know that all the way from Paradise down this play is being
watched and you the main actors are being supported and encouraged for they wish to join
in the resounding crescendo of applause that will follow when your performance is
complete. You are being closely watched, for your brand of talents may be needed
elsewhere in the universe in future. Note children of the light, when you can serve this
cause to successful completion, you would in effect have signed the card that will ensure
your entrance into the greater echelons of spiritual dimensions.
I bid you to think of the goal ahead and the ultimate reward.
I am S333 and my seal I place on these words.
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Humility
By Hazel's God Self
# 41 May 5, 2010

Message thru God self -Humility 05/05/10
Humility
Humility is an extant virtue espoused by christed beings or those on the path to achieving
that state. It is as old as creation and finds its anomaly in the power it holds within to be a
creator yet remain in modest solitude not seeking rank or reward for its inherent perfection.
The word humility derives from humble, meaning without pretension, affection or pride. It
connotes simplicity, meekness and naturalness of spirit. Humility is the cornerstone virtue
for all spiritual growth, for a humble being will surrender his lack of knowing that he may be
instructed in ways of higher knowing. Humility does not cater to the whims and fancies of
the elevated ego of man, but instead overcomes the demands of the ego by relegating it to
its rightful place that the self of man may bow to his humble being and journey on the path
of remembrance and further instruction.
Humility can be easily compromised when self and ego battle. The ego will always assert
itself in manifested all knowing, arrogance and superiority, the greatest impediments to a
truly fulfilling spiritual life. The ego feeds on the material senses and physical world
surrounding its perceptions and holds on to its power through extraneous clutches. The
self is motivated by the God mind which holds true power and divine authority. Yet it never
clings, struggles or manipulates. It sits in humility waiting to be accessed and then it freely
gives. When you are nourished from the God mind you will begin to digest the
understanding of what it is to be humble.
We are aware that you ones on earth constantly battle in the ring of egomania. It is the
proliferation of ego in your world that has led to the need for individual control and power
from which all vices emanate. The ego casts aside all that is humble and inordinately
dominates. Through that domination it becomes a power in its own right and believes that it
can undertake any action without being accountable. The ones who are ego dominated
have tainted the earth with their narcissistic personality whilst knowingly pretending to
show genuine concern for the masses.
A humble being will see his brother reflected in him and himself a reflection of his brother.
This humility will inspire an understanding which transcends what the outer senses
perceive and teach, that is that separation is the natural state. Humility teaches unity in all
things through its ability to reach up to a higher level of inner perception. When man can
learn the simple tenets of this age old virtue, all misconceptions and illusions of superiority
and inequality will dissolve. He will then treat all as he would treat himself and expect to be
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treated. Compassion will be birthed through this higher comprehension and the core of
love from which all extends becomes firmly in sight.
When you choose the humble path the dazzling clutter which blinds the truth will fall away
and clarity of vision will prevail. A humble being is richly blessed. He is not mandated by
extraneous cultures but blends his own potions to nourish his divine nature.
Sadly, in your world the humble are discarded as simple and inferior for their perceived
lack of worldly status fashioned by the provision of monetary wealth and physical
attributes. They are tainted with piteous and sardonic glances and designated to the end of
the social queue. How typical of a world ensconced in the mayhem of materialism to seek
to reverse divine order.
Yet many recognise that the greatest lessons can be learnt from those such as Jesus,
Gandhi and Mother Theresa who walked the humble path and lived their humility. Humble
yet divinely empowered they taught by example. However the usual style of most people is
to emulate, through deifying these great teachers rather than through efforting to live by
their example.
The imperfection of your world makes it necessary for man to train himself through
conscious effort or through the learning by experience to come into the remembrance of
virtues such as humility, compassion, understanding, patience, tolerance and Godly love. It
is far into his journey that he may realise how interchangeable and interlinked they all are.
When he can reach to the point where he can believe, feel and say that I and my Father
are one , then he will know that all of these virtues in fact manifest in that one macro state
of being, LOVE, the source of all.
I Am Called
The humble path beckons me
To tread upon its pliant fields
In the simplicity of my nature.
It asks of me to shrug the tiring pulse of ego,
That stifling cloak which pinches the breath of life
That I may in the freedom of myself
Engage the essence of me.
It moves me to inhale its neutral fragrance
That my senses may captivate the joy of just being.
It bathes me in the pollen of its floral blooms
That the seeds of humility may germinate
Into the energy of auras divine
Where I stand in the sanctuary of my knowing
And journey through and to the wealth of who I am
That I may dwell in the stillness of my core
And be that star that leads the sons of God
To find the richness of their being
Without the flutter of banal codes of earthly striving.
Yes, I am called to the altar of humility
Where I kneel to be knighted by its golden sword
Prepared am I to take this mantle on
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To walk in humble tones throughout this life
To serve the greater will
Yet knowing through the I AM of myself
In the reverie of its silence
That through the lineage of my birth
I am exalted.
I AM THAT I AM
Hazel
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Follow up- Termination Time
By S333 thru Hazel
# 42 May 6, 2010

S333 Follow up- Termination Time 06/05/10
19:00hrs
Follow up- Termination Time
We have seen what you have been plotting these last few days. When will you learn that
you can't hide your nefarious acts form celestial eyes? Do you not know that we can
manifest ourselves by your sides as you plot your vile and ferocious attacks on the
innocent bystanders in this your charade. Your inability to see us does not mean we are
not there. How many times have we disclosed information to you that you thought only you
knew? How do you think we came to that knowing? We see it and know it all. You cannot
hide your rotten deeds from us, only the naïve believing masses who you seek to control.
Your already dirty hands are being soiled even further by these most recent plans of yours.
They will not happen. Hear me well little brothers your time is up. I might as well give to
you the rope with which you can hang your sorry little selves for it seems that you are
intent on self destruction. You have no more time, be alert to this. The drowning crescendo
of the collapse of your world is about to deafen your ears. Look around you and see all that
is falling apart. Will you still not capitulate? What do you have to gain by withholding your
co operation? You have everything to lose and more. We will not tolerate your unruly
interference with our plans. Like it or not we are coming and there is only one thing you
can do about it and that is to join us. You cannot stave off our arrival; you are powerless to
do so.
Kindly place your hands back in to your pockets like obedient little boys and refrain from
using them to create any more mischief. It is over for you. You see little ones that is exactly
what you are, little boys who we must dress in uniform and send to school again to be
taught and disciplined in the ways of balance,. You need some further time in detention
and you are going to get this for you have earned it heartily.
You still think that our words are heedless threats and lofty innuendos. I assure you that
they are real and you will literally shiver in your designer shoes when you realise this.
Those who don't hear will feel. So be it. You time is up, hear that and believe it.
Do not deign to believe that we will not follow through what we promised and you know
what I mean. You cannot have it your way. This will end to your detriment. The colours are
quite distinct you know. It's either black or white. There is no grey here. You are either with
us or against us. You have made your choice and we have accepted this. We warn you to
step aside, do not get in our way for these your last days will be fraught with mishap after
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mishap before we allow you to collapse into the grave you have dug for your self. Heed me
for this is your final warning.
I am S333 and these are my words of warning to you for the second time this day. Hear
them or suffer the irrevocable consequences that will follow should they be ignored.
S333
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Forthcoming events- We are at the turnstile
By S333 thru Hazel
# 43 May 9, 2010

Hazel
12:30
08/05/10
Forthcoming events- We are at the turnstile
The next few weeks as you know it will usher renewed events in every aspect of your
world. This will be due to the increased flow of energies that shall be inundating your
planet. It is part of the divine plane to step up activity as this has now become necessary.
There has been what we call a pull-push effect for a while now but this is going to become
more of a steady push until we reach the finishing line. Yes, there are going to be more
geophysical occurrences and this time in expected regions at a velocity and magnitude
beyond that which is currently being experienced.
As I indicated to you a few weeks ago in your time, the Icelandic volcano would continue
her eruptions and cause great inconvenience to airlines and travellers. This is now
recurring again and there promises to be a new surge of problems arising out of the
increased activity of this volcano. Do not be surprised if other volcanic activity commences
elsewhere. The time promises to be right for this.
You are all aware of the devastating potential that the oil spill in the gulf will have on the
flora and fauna of the oceans and the wider ecosystems. Efforts to contain the spill will not
be successful, merely superficial. The spill coupled with the rising of the ocean's bed will
make containment and control of the stem and flow very sporadic. In fact efforts will merely
exacerbate the current problem. This I can say to you. It is a sign dear ones. It signals the
breaking away of the mother from her unruly children, a separation as it were. It has great
significance for her transition. Those with inner perception shall realise that what is literal in
terms of physical has a deeper figurative meaning.
The mother is about to carve out a whole new geological structure for herself and she has
the support of us in the celestial realm.
You witness the shifting focus of all to the current state of the global economy caused
by the debt crisis rocking Europe at the moment. The stock exchange is ready to collapse
but its demise will be sudden after a period of fall and rise. It is inevitable. The psyche of
those who control Nasdaq and Wall street are seriously disturbed due to the fluctuation in
the markets. They know that stocks will continue to plummet and any relief will be
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temporary. We have as much said this to the dark ones. Yet they hold on to some hope
that there will be resurgence thereby continuing to ignore our warnings.
All is going to unfold in the sequence that we in the celestial realm desire it to. It is a
fortuitous time as the threads and cords of this orchestration are being woven together by
celestial hands, co operating to bring events to fruition so that we can get on with the
business of the mother's cleansing and rebuilding.
You have been warned during the preceding weeks of likely events. Well the onset of
these events is upon you. The time now is right for increased action. The dark ones have
been given every opportunity to see sense and choose the path of light and they have
refused so. They have pretty much decided their own fate. They cannot and will not
impede divine plan. They are shortly to realise that we mean business. They have rejected
the hand of grace and mercy so now they will have to scatter and go where they must.
I urge you ones who serve this cause to centre yourselves now and connect deeply within.
Harness your inner strength for this the last lap. Another message shall be forthcoming
soon.
I am S333
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Warning
By Christ Michael Thru Hazel
# 44 May 11, 2010

Channelled message -CM -Warning
Christ Michael Aton
16:20
09/05/10
Warning
This message comes as a warning to all who read this, that great changes are afoot this
coming week in your planetary calendar. I would like to specifically address a sudden
change in the tide of winds to sweep over the global economic climate. You are seeing in
your media frenzied talk about rehabilitating the economy. I can say to you that the time for
rehabilitation is over.
The temperature is being turned up and not gradually I might add. The heat is going to get
to those who control the financial dynasty. We are going to start with Wall Street, and
Nasdaq and work our way down to others that popularly trade in stocks and shares.
This confirmation is merely an emphatic reminder of that given yesterday so that you will
know what is afoot. The time has come to strip you ones of your false perceptions of power
conferred by useless currencies. The blow will be sudden and incomprehensible. Blame
will be cast all over but the remedy will evade. For there is no measure that you will
introduce that will be an appropriate panacea for what is about to occur in the world of
finance. This will have a rebound effect on political and socio-economic agendas.
Tears are going to flow from those you did not think capable of crying. Do not be surprised
if the bodies of certain controllers are found as a result of suicide for their inability to cope
without their crowning glory. Yes some will experience a revisit of yesteryears when there
was another great collapse. Only this time there will be no comeback; for I mandate that
what exists in your world as it is now will no longer be given seeds to germinate into the
fruit that contaminates through human avarice leading to the destruction of the souls of
men. This will end, never to be re birthed or re cultivated. No more will I endure the sight of
my children shunning their very selves in favour of the wanton and worldly pleasures that
your worthless money has bequeathed.
My children, who follow in my path and footsteps, do no fear that I shall not leave you
unsustained. I ask you at this time not to harbour fear for your livelihood for all is coming to
a resounding head. I request that you be vigilant in these coming weeks and see the hand
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of God strike down that which the antichrist has mounted in his puny attempt to degrade
and combat my divine will. My planet was created in light and it shall ascend in light.
I weep for my children who have turned their backs on their very creation to hold on blindly
to that which offers no salvation or reward. Do they not know that the realm in which they
work disallows them successfully fighting the hand that created them? Those who fight
with darkness can never ultimately win and certainly not against the light of God. I am here
and will not leave a stone unturned until all fragments of darkness which have soiled these
holy grounds have been removed. I care not for their barks and would be bites for they
cannot withstand the force of celestial light. They will learn that they have no strength
without their putrid money. Their egos will collapse without the clutches of their so called
power and they will have no fallback, for they know not their souls. Like it or not this is the
time of revolution, spiritual in all respects but not without the cleansing of the rank smell of
those who have polluted my creation and children for aeons.
I call you ones who have masterminded this great yet lowly financial debacle to answer to
the peoples of the land. Show your true facades. You will have no choice but to do so as
the masks of falsity slides down your faces in the coming weeks through the heat of your
own sweat caused by your self imposed, greedy love for money and power.
Heed my word my children, I am your Father and I promise you that this, my will shall be
done. This is the time of great manifestation whereby divine plan shall unfold before your
very eyes. The dark ones are in their final days on the podium of self conceived power.
One by one they are going to be removed. They have refused upon divine request to step
down, so they will have some help in making that descent with great immediacy.
Do not ask me how; do not ask me the exact timing when. Just know that in divine terms it
is already done.
This is one of several messages that will be brought forth in the coming week to keep you
abreast of developments. Watch and see how the Father's will unfolds.
I am Christ Michael Aton and I give these words affirmation
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Another warning
By S333 thru Hazel
# 45 May 11, 2010

S333 - Another Warning
10/05/10 Hazel
Another warning
They think that they can cheat their way back to the top. Do you not think that we foresaw
this? Well that is not going to happen. Watch them fool those believing minions that they
have it all under control. How gullible can man be? What appears to be a little
encouragement makes them sigh in relief as if a burden has been removed from their
already heavily laden shoulders? I have news for you all. That burden is still there. What
the morons have done is to cull you unsuspecting ones into buying into their stupendous
folly of a supposed bail out. That is no bail out dears, it is an attempt to once more blind
you ones to the reality of what is taking place behind the scenes.
The fat is in the fire and we are getting ready to cook. The IMF loan and that of the
members of the EU will not even begin to stop the weeping well in Greece's deficit. It is
through this half brain measure that the stocks have risen this day, a cause for untimely
celebration if I might say. Do they really think that this will impede our plans? They are
unsuccessfully attempting to fight fire with oil. A great combustion will result from this.
They are soon to discover and much to their chagrin that they are well and truly cooked.
News of another prodigious debt will soon rock the global economies. How long do they
think this could be buried in the sands? Do not let them fool you dear ones. There are
many countries which are stifling financially. Without some form resuscitation soon they too
will be regaling your daily news. There is no other source of help save for the continued
printing of fiat money. How long can your world be sustained by artificial, worthless paper?
The ones behind this charade know that we know what they are doing. It's only the general
population which remains dense to their contrivances.
When they think that they have plugged one hole in the fiscal well another is about to pop
open and leek its contaminants into the already festering sore which is your global
economy. Well my dear ones, you won't have to wait for that revelation to hit the fan for by
our hands they shall perish. I mean those well loved and sort after stocks which men court
daily as if they cannot live without the sight of their pyrrhic presence.
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I want you to watch those stocks slide again and for good this time. We are going to feed
the cinders with some more fuel that this fire may ignite, that once and for all this farce
which you know as the economy will take its rightful place amongst the ashes. There is no
insurance company that can cover that.
You ones are dubious aren't you? Yes I can see it amongst you. All talk and no action you
think and say. Threats and promises, you believe we lie, bluff and pontificate. You dark
ones have been handed the olive branch extending mercy to you time and time again yet
you have used the sword of dark intent and rebellion to sever the branch.
I dislike having to keep reminding you of this but you must get it through you thick skulls (at
least those of you have not as yet) YOUR TIME IS UP. Why are you floundering behind
the scenes to create further recipes for disaster? You are only prolonging the inevitable.
There is no hope for the world's economy as it is pivoting on a tight rope without a hope of
balancing. You are attempting to hold it up by unsustainable measures.
Do no fear little ones of the dark; we are going to provide a helping hand. Yes we are going
to ensure that it all comes toppling down; and with it you too. Yes watch out over these
next few days and early weeks. You will see talk turn to action. Our way is the subtle way
though. We are not about pomp and circumstance as you are. I promise you however that
the result will be far from subtle. Pronounced and painful will be the consequence. Your
world shall be plunged into darkness so that the true light can resurrect. Sadly you will not
be here to witness this.
These are my words.
Poetic Justice
The die is cast, the numbers called
The trolls they rivet, the final fall
No more to breathe or soil the spheres
Their darkened hold release your fears
The brave shall sing the victor's tune
This march to end so very soon
The rivalry shall harmonise
As stents of light remove all guise
The hand of God shall rise to be
The bounty in your fledgling world
That you may know that it was He
Who poured His love so tirelessly
That you may know how to be free

S333
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Bewitched
By Christ Michael and S333 thru Hazel
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11/05/10
CM and S333 thru Hazel
Bewitched
We are here this night to say to you all that you must prepare yourselves to be bewitched
by the onslaught of divine activity about to manifest itself on your unsuspecting world.
Creation is about to go down in the annals of history as we recreate the vision of man
through cataclysmic occurrences. Once and for all those who have deliberately kept their
eyes closed to the vile mischief wreaked by the dark forces on your planet will be shaken
into a monumental awareness. There is no other way dear ones and this must be done for
we are now working against a pressing timetable. You see changes are taking place on a
greater cosmic level affecting other planets within my universe and I also have their
progress to consider. So there must be a synchronicity of actions in order that the greater
universal plan can unfold. The time is therefore ripe now for the earth changes to manifest
in accordance with my vision. Progress cannot however take place whilst the dark ones
continue to populate the planet.
The efforts of the dark to create stability out of instability are once again failing. They
enjoyed a pyrrhic victory of sorts but sadly it was never to last. The gold mine has been
emptied of its treasure for the dark has pilfered every nook and cranny. There is no more
valuable metal left to support the fiat money being printed. This we know as fact. Those in
control of your economies are fully apprised of this. They continue to lie to the populace
and seek to fudge their way out of the quagmire they have created. They have renounced
accountability for it does not suit their purpose. If you could see what we see. Yes many
are fleeing fast and furious. Those who have the sense to know their time is up are trying
to escape. They still are unable to comprehend that there is no viable escape route. They
cannot hide for this is the time of accountability to ME.
These financial pledges made to the debt ridden country are no more than an artificial
means of breathing a bit of life into that which is close to death. Death must come to all
things that are old, worn out and unsustainable as is your economy. It is diseased and will
fall with a mighty thud.
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We are watching events very closely now and the strike that we promised is at the midway
point. Our actions will peel away at their very skins much like the skinning of an onion
which will cause blurred visions and tears. Their insouciant days are over. They are
clutching at their hearts now all confused and weary. The adrenaline is being neutralised
by the reality of what is before them. Soon beloveds, you will be seeing and hearing of
various phenomenon set to shock your world into what we will term a new millennia, so
different will your reality be, it would seem as if your have entered a different age.
To our light workers, do not be concerned for the divine poll has been taken and there is
unanimous consensus for the next spoke in the wheel of this grand orchestration we are
about to manifest in your reality. You will then know that the Father's words are as true as
He is. Yes I am coming to reclaim that and those which are mine. I will wrap my
omniscience around each of you who follow my light and draw you into the sanctuary of my
energy. For none who have chosen me will fall. This is a time for great rejoicing my
beloveds. That which was promised to you 2000 years ago is about to be swiftly fulfilled.
Pave the roads with blissful candlelight
For the Son of the most High comes your way
Let cheers of honeyed words create your thoughts
And petals scatter from your gladdened hands
For as He journeys through your wilderness
Celestial harps will strum to raise the tune
So the sacred jewel that which is your earth
Shall rise with frequency on high
And you may follow in her lighted way
To claim that golden heritage
His gift to all who dare to claim their sovereign right.
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Germain: Effort
By Germain thru Hazel
# 47 May 12, 2010

Channelled Message- St Germain -EFFORT
Dear All
I was having a little down time this evening and invited St Germain for a chat and it turned
out to be a discourse on the topic Effort. He has no objections to me sharing it with all.
Love to all
Hazel
St. Germain
12/05/10
Effort
Effort is the investment required for the achievement of a goal or materialisation of any
project. Effort aligned with positive thinking and the power of visualisation will create; for it
is the ability to see the end product, which will harness and catalyse your inner resource,
the application of which endures until a state of completion is achieved.
Effort does not stand on its own; it is not discrete but is propelled by desire. You are beings
of action. Wherever there is action effort is required. Where there is inaction no effort is
needed. Inaction creates stagnation whilst action births development and enhancement of
all things desired.
The result achieved is proportionate to the degree of effort invested. Little effort yields little
results whilst great effort brings great results. You on earth placement are very good at
putting effort into your daily chores (jobs) from which you earn your livelihood. You know
that if you fail to apply time and ability, you will fail to contribute and earn that income
necessary for your earthly survival. Your efforts are mostly geared toward the acquirement
of personal gain aimed at securing your physical needs. This is by no means a criticism.
The question I have for you however, is how much effort you think is required for your
spiritual survival? The answer to this depends, on where you at this moment wish to be in
your spiritual consciousness. Do you desire to re discover your true being that you may
effort to live in its reflected perfection? If so how much work is required before you can
drink from the well that hosts your essence?
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There are many limitations in your material world conspiring to detract you from achieving
optimal spiritual growth. You struggle against non acceptance from others, disbeliefs and
doubts, ego and earthly concerns which impede clarity of vision and purpose.
It takes indefatigable effort as I like to say to live in accordance with your highest
conception of You. Are you prepared to stifle your true self through fear and perceived
limitations which plunge you into a state of worldly content whereby your preference
becomes one of fitting in rather than standing out?
I say to you beloveds that it takes great courage and self belief to step out of your
humanism and claim your transcendent heritage through the acquirement of cosmic
awareness achieved only through the effort of inner communion with divine source. The
choice is yours. Personal ascension to higher levels of consciousness necessitates that
you work through devotion, perseverance and discipline. It is a constant journey toward the
port of Christ consciousness, your final destination.
As you ascend to higher spiritual octaves your effort must compliment your moments. It
requires moment by moment effort in conscious awareness to enjoy that peak to be able to
stay there and then graduate beyond.
Effort becomes like strums on the strings of a guitar. Every strum is courted by the vision of
a harmonious tune completing an eventual musical rendition, birthed from the inspiration of
your creative soul. That song is YOU, your creation. It is one with you. It equals your effort.
You become your effort. In the same way Mother Gaia and creation is the Father as they
are one with Him through His effort born of His desire to create.
I will conclude by saying that effort finds its home in the sphere of abiding love. For any
effort glossed by love will yield sustainable results and rewards.
I am Germain and on these words I place my seal. May the violet flame clear the dust
which frames your lives that you may clearly see your spiritual desires manifest through
the conduit of effort that you may reach the fulcrum of your being, the point at which your
effort and creations become one.
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D Day
By S333 thru Hazel
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S333- D Day
22:00 hrs
12/05/10 Thru Hazel
S333
D Day
Well dear ones the day you have all been waiting for is upon the world. We are not stating
whether it is Monday, Tuesday Wednesday etc as you know it but we are here to say that it
D Day is upon you. The actual time of the event is irrelevant. In no uncertain terms I say to
you that you are to expect it within your coming days. The element of surprise is necessary
for crucial reasons. The proof you have been asking for is forthcoming that you may not
doubt again that the divine plan is being executed.
The dark ones are on their last leg, literally, hopping about on one and not getting very far
yet still stubbornly holding on with the thought that we are all words with no real intent
behind what we say. How sad we feel for them as they are about to feel the force of divine
retribution. We ask you ones of the light to pray at this time for your dark brothers for they
desperately need the light of recognition that they may bow out before the final blow is
struck.
We are not releasing details of how we intend this strike to manifest and in what way, but
know that it is sanctioned by divine dictate and ready for realisation on the material world.
To our lighted children get your selves prepared psychologically and spiritually for the
resulting impact will be worse than you imagined or contemplated. Remember the warning
given by the Father weeks ago, no tears and no fears. Well this is the time to recall and
fortify yourselves for you shall be called upon to assist in greater measure.
Yes we are about to play the trump card. The missile has been launched. Get ready for
detonation. That is all I have to say for now. Another message will swing by soon.
Cheerio
I am S333 and my seal I place on these words
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CM and S333 Politics
Thursday 13 May 2010
22:00
Christ Michael and S333
Politics
Those politicians who serve the dark (and there are many) are aware of our agenda in
reclaiming the Mother and my children. They continue to employ every measure they could
to upset our plans. Yet they fail to comprehend the intricacies of divine ordination and
sorely misunderstand our capacity to affect the momentum of energies necessary to create
the dilemmas that are soon to confront them. They are very burdened at this moment
beloveds. There are many issues weighing on their minds but the most pressing issue that
none of them will disclose is their knowledge and fear of our imminent arrival. They have
covered up our presence from humanity so that they could remain in supreme control and
governance over a people who for the most part dwell in ignorance of the existence of
higher beings who are able and willing to rescue your world from the misery it is now
embedded in. There exists a greater conspiracy here, one that you are all unknowing of.
The politicians of your world have failed mankind in every respect. Is this not obvious? Had
they made an honest contribution would your economies be in the state that it is in now?
Every fiscal policy they affirmed is tainted by the poison of dark intent. This has had a
rebound effect on the most important institutions in your world. The time is coming when
politics will be a thing of the past. Power will not be placed in the hands of a few under the
veneer of democracy. The problems which now beset your world due to the evil
machinations of the elite few will never again trouble you. For we are going to hold in the
Very Very near future a requiem mass for the dark ones. They have baited their end which
is timely upon them.
We do not intend at this juncture to pinpoint any one politician and lay his evil deeds bare
before you. That is not my way dear ones. I can assure you that they will be exposed by
their own doing which will be come most obvious to you ones as the days and weeks
progress. Many of you already have your suspicions on who some of them might be. I will
say that it is those who appear most innocent who are the greatest and gravest culprits.
Sweet victory is so near now dear ones that you cannot begin to imagine how clean your
air will be after the carcases of the dark are shovelled up and disposed off.
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The collapse will start from the top and when those who wield the power fall those below
will also cave as they take their orders from the top and will be in no position to stand on
their own. There is currently a great deal of fragility amongst the dark ones and they are
grasping at every opportunity to wreak havoc for they are intent on taking you all down with
them if they must go. I assure you beloveds that that is not going to happen. We watch
them like hawks and like the mother hawk we will waste no time in sweeping down to fight
the enemy in order to protect what is ours.
The celestial bells have started to chime and by the time they stop this must be done. The
this being the end of the dark parade. The creator's way is always that of love, compassion
and forgiveness. I can no longer give however that which has been continuously rejected.
So be it dear ones. The battle cry has been sounded. The light is coming to reclaim the
light and to cleanse the darkness once and for all.
S333
Yes the battle cry has indeed sounded from our realms. Our soldiers laden with artillery are
poised at our command to infiltrate the ranks of your dark to create the disturbance needed
to catalyse the topple. It is already in motion. As this message is being given we have
issued these commands and the infiltration has begun. Acid will be poured on open sores
which will exacerbate the current problems now being experienced. What effect does acid
have? It causes severe burns and disintegration doesn't it? Watch now very closely in your
coming days for signs of fresh instability and upsets. They will be most conspicuous. The
purse strings are going to be pulled open that you may see its empty interior. Then you will
know. It will be a sight to behold, don't miss it dear ones. The innocent unknowing victims
of the dark governments of your world will then know that they have been played for fools
and lured down the path of deception. Panic and fear will set in leading to protest and
retaliation. Thus it begins. It has started.
This is all for now. I thank this child who takes this message for she is exhausted yet she
has chosen to serve. Thank you beloved one. Our blessings and love are with you.
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S333-Developments
Dear All
S333 visited at 19:30 and gave this message. I asked him a few times to confirm the
accuracy and he did. Just before I press the send button I asked him again and he said
yes and that I was trying his patience. It is with great trepidation that I post this but also
with great anticipation. I feel as if I am in a dream
Love to All
Hazel
Developments
Further to the last message delivered earlier today I can say to you that we are here. Hard
to believe isn't it? Yes we have touched down. Invisible to you as yet but here
nevertheless. The troops have dismounted. We are about to disperse on ground amidst
your populace. This is necessary at this point. We are no longer enjoying the aerial view
but come to walk amongst you now to execute the further steps in the game plan.
Shortly contact will be made with a select few and as we assess matters links may be
made with others. We ask for patience at this time for crucial events are going to be set in
motion which will culminate in a series of catastrophic results.
You must understand that we cannot visibly show ourselves at this time for it will engender
great fear amongst the general public. We will gauge the right time for appearances. For
now all you need know is that we have touched down. Exciting times are promised for
those who know and believe. You of the light who accept our presence will have to hold
the hands of those who are unknowing and lead them into understanding. You will know
when this becomes necessary. We will be giving you a series of updates regularly form
now so those who take messages be on guard. Further details will not be given at this
time. We ask that you trust that the divine plan is working out accordingly. We will soon be
handing you your freedom passes. Something for you to look forward to.
I am S333 and know that these are my words. I come in the Light
S333-Developments
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